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Well, another
quiet summer

went by in which I hardly heard from any of you.
Like I say after most every summer, I know you were
out fox-hunting and playing polo on your yachts,
while I sat here alone in my shack, wondering if any-
body still liked me. Oh woe is me (have I got your
sympathy yet?), but I do love fall and am very glad
that summer is once again behind us for another year. Now that everyone is
back indoors again, I hope you will all resubscribe and pick up a few of
those back issues you missed.

Nevertheless, I think I was able to rise out of my depression long enough
to put together another groovy issue of PT. I review Steve White and Julius’s
amazing new book called “The Art of Julius Csotonyi” in this issue and also
interview both men. The great information and fantastic art abounds in this
fantastic new book you will want to purchase. I was also fortunate enough
to get Julius to allow me to show a work of his art on our front cover. Julius’s
digital painting is a scene of a group of Utahraptors overpowering a
Hippodraco; a very beautiful work with moody lighting.

Of course Phil Hore is here wonderfully describing both Baryonyx and
Thylacosmilus. As usual we received more artwork than I could jam in. I
even took up half of Mesozoic Mail to show some more. Thanks to all of you
for that. To further elaborate on the world of Baryonyx, Jason R Abdale tells
us what it would have been like to have lived in its world in the Weald (dec-
orated with John Sibbick artwork) Of course Tracy Ford is here and he talks
about dinosaur skin textures in his “How to Draw Dinosaurs.” It also would-
n’t be PT without Allen Debus who has some fascinating paleo-history for
us. Our Randy Knol’s “Dinosaur Collector” had a lot to describe with all of
the new dinosaur figures coming out and I tried to take up the slack with my
usual “What’s New in Review” column too. Of course he and I are both very
fortunate and
grateful for all of
the beautiful
dinosaur figures
we receive for
review in PT. We
have reviewed
John Lavas’s Lost
World book in PT
and now he writes
a nice article
about Doyle’s
Lost World for us
that is lavishly
illustrated by
John. Infrequent
yet long time PT
writer Jeffrey
Quinn shows us
the original art-
work he was able
to acquire from
the 1950s “Little
Golden Book
Dinosaurs” that I absolutely adored as a child and I’ll bet many of you did too. The
Battat brand dinosaur figures are back again. Randy and I review them and Dan
Liebman of Dansdinosaurs.com interviews its sculptor Mr Dan LoRusso, a name
from the past who has also been a long time friend of PT. Robert Telleria is becoming
a regular (and welcome) writer in PT. He interviews the director of the new film titled
“Dinosaur 13” which is all about “Sue” the famous Tyrannosaurus fossil. My good
friend David Bengel does a bang-up job showing us how to build and paint two com-
pletely different versions of the new Gorgo model kit. I also interview Max
Hawthorne, author of the fast-paced and well-written book “Kronos Rising” and
much, much more. Thanks again to all of you and enjoy, everyone! See you next year.

MOVING?? PLEASE let us know your new address the second you plan to
move. Many subscribers move and never bother to let us know. The magazine is NOT
forwarded and it costs us to resend the magazine later to your new “digs.” 

Also if you subscribed to PT by sending your payment anywhere except directly to
us, please know that we only received a paltry percentage of that payment. The people
you sent the payment to get the lion’s share of it. When you (hopefully) renew your
subscription PLEASE do it by sending your payment directly to us. We are a very
small business and could really use your support. Thanks so much.

ARTISTS! PT does not pay for submissions but many artists whose work is seen
in Prehistoric Times get paying work from other sources. Please send jpg files of your
artwork scanned at 300 DPI resolution. Send as an approx 4” jpg with your name in
the title of the image--example--Triceratops by John Smith.jpg to our e-mail
address or send good copies (that you don’t need returned and that aren’t larger than
our 9 x 12 scanner bed) to our mailing address in California. We need your art and
info. For #112 Apatosaurus & Liopleurodon (Deadline - Dec 10, 2014) For #113
Ankylosaurus & Glyptodon & Archelon (Deadline - Mar 10, 2015) Thank you!
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Richard Attenborough 
1923 - 2014

You have probably already heard the sad news of the passing of
Richard Attenborough in August. Attenborough was a highly

accomplished actor who starred in many classic films including The
Great Escape and the remake of Miracle on 34th Street. But PT

readers know him best for his character of John Hammond in
Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park (1993) and the film's sequel, The

Lost World: Jurassic Park (1997). He will be missed. 

Baryonyx in Wealdon © John Sibbick

www.johnsibbick.com ATTENTION PEOPLE OF EARTH!ATTENTION PEOPLE OF EARTH!
It is time yet again for PT PIX in which PT readers choose

their favorite prehistoric animal items of the year in the 
following categories:

Best prehistoric animal book of 2014
Best prehistoric animal toy figure of 2014
Best prehistoric animal model kit of 2014 

Best prehistoric animal scientific discovery of 2014

PLEASE e-mail, phone or write in your choices (or single choice or two if
you don’t have a preference for all of the categories.) Come on, companies
that send us review items actually place a lot of pride and importance on

winning PT PIX, all thanks to your votes. Also, of the people that response, I
will pick a few names out of my Jurassic Park baseball cap to win a year’s
subscription to your favorite dinosaur magazine (that’s PT, by the way.)

Pliocene © Mauricio Anton
www.mauricioanton.com
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Hi, Mike, I was at the Royal Albert
Hall in London last week for a perfor-
mance of Journey To The Centre Of The
Earth - Rick Wakeman's classic album
based on the Jules Verne story. This was
the full works with orchestra and choir,
as well as narrator, rock band and, of
course, Rick (resplendent in his gold
cape) at the keyboards. It's the first time
the music has been performed in full like
this since the 1970s and it was a superb
evening. If you know the album, then
you will be familiar with the section
entitled The Battle - to quote from the
narration: "Five days out to sea they wit-
nessed a terrifying battle between two
sea monsters." When Rick performed
Journey back in the 70s
he had big inflatable mon-
sters on stage, but this
time round we had to set-
tle for images projected
onto the big back-screens.
For The Battle, Rick used
the image in the attached
photo. It's a very nice
illustration of a plesiosaur
and ichthyosaur, although
I'm not sure the latter
looks terrifying enough to
engage in battle with the
plesiosaur - more
bemused!  There were no
credits for the images, so I don't know the name of the artist, nor whether it
was produced specifically for the show, or just a stock image, but I thought
it worth sharing with you. If Rick does tour the show in the USA, it is well
worth checking out. The original album is celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year.  I can't believe it was released that long ago and I very clearly
remember going down to the local record store to buy it, as I was at univer-
sity at that time. It makes me feel very old....Best Regards, David Webb UK

Sounds like a great evening, Dave. I don’t think I have heard this
music since I too bought the record back when I was in college. You
reminding me of it had me going out and buying the CD which I
enjoyed (even without the visuals you had.) It brought me back to 1974
so much that about halfway through the CD, my mind was telling me it
was about time to flip the album over to hear the other side. Yes, we’re
old - editor.

Good article by Allen Debus on "The World a Million Years ago" attrac-
tion. I believe Al's correct regarding the exhibit's 1973 stint at Chicago's Old
Town. During the 1980s, Francis Messmore told me that the show's last
USA appearance was at that location. I spent a lot of time hanging out with

friends in Old Town in 1972-3. At the
time it was "the" place to be, where the
city's (still mostly "stuck" in the 1950s)
hippie scene was more or less "happen-
ing." I do indeed remember a lurid "tor-
ture" or "horror show" set inside a haunt-
ed-house-type structure, with bloodied
dummies hanging out of windows, scary
sound effects, etc. For some long-forgot-
ten (and stupid) reason or other, I never
went inside. Presumably, had I done so, I
would have seens some of Messmore &
Damon's prehistoric critters as well as

hapless victims being stretched on racks
and being thrust into Iron Maidens.
What both Allen and I seem to have
missed! Don Glut, Burbank, Ca

Hi Mike, After seeing the P.T. cover-
age of the waterhole kit, I just had to
send along my pictures of my kit so far.
Notice I have included a prehistoric
swamp that I picked up from Mike E.
years ago when I took the casting class.
A bit small in proportion, I imagine, but
it seems to add to the scene to me.  I
added some magic sculpt to that scene
to make it fit with the waterhole kit in
two different configurations. Sam
Marsh

I love your magazine. I wanted to be a paleon-
tologist since I was 4 years old and could pro-
nounce all the names of the known dinosaurs in
'68 (wow I'm old). My parents were very proud of
me but my relatives didn't know what to make of
me. Thank you for your work; it is very much
appreciated as I get to live my childhood dreams
through your magazine. Best regards, Phillip
Hillenbrand, Jr. Santa Ana, Ca

Winner for entry for last issue’s photo cap-

tion competition:
"...and at that end
you'll find the sec-
ondary brain along
with the standard
corkscrew, toothpick
and tweezers."; Bruce
Woollatt London,
Ontario, Canada
(Bruce won a sub-

M E S O Z O I CM E S O Z O I C

M A I LM A I L

RIGHT: Long time
PT subscriber (and
long time CRAZY)
Wade Carmen sent us
his idea for a creature
based upon the terrible
SYFY Channel mon-
ster movies that he
calls Piranharaptor.

David Wronko and his sister took this photo from a boat on Lake Champlain in
2009 while looking for the “sea monster” there known as “Champ.” He says there
were no boats, swimmers or wind, but a strange wake in the water which appeared

to come from a dark serpent-like object passed their boat. You can see what got
their attention in the upper right of the water.

Sam Marsh’s “Watering Hole”
model

Scene from Journey To The Centre Of The Earth.
- Rick Wakeman's recent concert based on the Jules

Verne story. 
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scription.)
READER ART

Thylacosmilus © John C Womack

Baryonyx sculpted by Davide
Ronchi and painted by Martin

Garratt

Baryonyx © Bill Unzen

John Sibbick’s Baryonyx sculpture

John Sibbick’s Baryonyx

Thylacosmilus
© Tony Phillips

© Jared McGowan

Three views of
Baryonyx 

© Gregory S Paul
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1. “Dinosaur Collectibles” price guide co-written and signed by PT editor $49
2. Linde 1950s Coffee Premium plastic dinosaur figs 7 from Austria. $12ea.
3. Rare 8th Linde figure to complete above set: Rare Rhamphorhynchus $45
4. Marx orig. sm/med 50s/ 60s dinosaur toy figs (green, brown, gray) $5 
5. Marx orig. Krono, T-rex (pot-belly or slender) $39, Brontosaurus $34  
6. Marx original second series dinos/mammals $12 each, set of 8 - $79
7. Marx 45mm cavemen (6 diff) $7 ea Marx 6” cavemen (6 diff) $15 ea. 
8. Multiple (MPC) dinosaur plastic figures many colors $5-10 each (inquire) 
9. JH Miller waxy plastic 50s Woolly Rhino, Mammoth/Mastodon or Stego $65 
10. Sinclair 1960s green plastic 10” brontosaur bank $24
11. Sinclair 1934 Dinosaur book $25 & Sinclair1964 Worlds Fair booklet $15
12. Sinclair 60s colorful Hardback “The Exciting World of Dinosaurs” $44
13. Sinclair hollow dinosaurs 64 NY World’s Fair dinos in several colors @$35
14. Sinclair rare hollow NY Worlds Fair Brontosaurus looking backward $66
15. Sinclair album and complete stamps set1935 $35 or 1959 $20
16. Sinclair 60s solid Worlds Fair dinos (6 diff. various prices) (bagged set $79)
17. Sinclair Oil 1960s dino chrome metal tray $69
18. Hollow, dimestore plastic dinos, 60s/70s six different $8 each (see photo)
19. SRG Small metal dinosaurs pterosaur $59, T. rex, Tricer, Dimetro, Tracho, Bronto or Stego $35 ea.   
SRG Large metal Tricer, Tracho, or T. rex $69 each

20. 60’s Japan Porcelain Dimetrodon, Stego, Bronto, T-rex or Protoceratops 5” @$24
21. Nabisco silver prehistoric mammal cereal premiums early 1960s $10 ea. All 8 $75
22. Nabisco/Fritos dinosaur premiums, gray (60s) $5 each, 1950s green & red $10 ea.
23. ROM (Royal Ontario Museum)plastic dinosaur figures. $15 ea, Pteranodon $25
24. View Master Prehistoric Animals 1960s comp. 3 reels/booklet nm $24
25. 1960s La Brea Wm Otto bronze 3” Saber-toothed cat (short tail)
26. Animals Of The Past Golden Stamp Book 1968 - $39
27. Teach Me About Prehistoric Animals Flash cards 1960s  $49
28. Brooke Bonde 60s dinosaur trading album w/ set of cards attached $59
29. Pyro white box MIB dinosaur model kits, Proto, Dime, Stego, Tricer, @$39
30. Palmer 1960s Mastodon skeleton or Brontosaurus skeleton $39 each MIB  
31. Marx Linemar 1960s one inch metal dinos. T. rex $24 ea.
32. Golden Funtime 1960s Dinosaur trading cards unpunched in book $89

PT back issues 31, 33, 41, 42, 52, 66, 74-76, 78, 85, 92-110 $8 each or $12 each
foreign. (PT issue prices include shipping)

Please add $6 shipping in U.S. • Call or e-mail me about condition.

Mike Fredericks  
Prehistoric Times 
145 Bayline Cir. 

Folsom, California 95630-8077 
(916) 985-7986   

pretimes@comcast.net

The PT DinoStore
Vintage dinosaur collectibles for sale from PT magazine

21. Nabisco cereal prehistoric
mammals

13. Sinclair hollow dinosaurs

25. ROM plastic dinos 7. 6 inch Marx large cavemen

11. 1934 Book

26.
Stamp
Book

16. Sinclair 1959 Oil
dino stamps & album

32. 1960s Golden
Funtime dino trading

cards in book

22. Nabisco dinos

13. Left:
Sinclair 1960s

hardback

24. 60’s Viewmaster

30. Palmer

20. 1960s
Japan
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2&3. Linde

8. MPC
Multiple dinos

18. hollow dinos

10. Sinclair banks

16. Sinclair bagged set

19. SRG

1. Collectibles
book

27. Flash cards
28. Brooke Bond

17. Sinclair chrome
tray 1960s

25. Wm Otto sabertooth

30. Palmer

31. Marx
Linemar tiny
metal T. rex
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Payment Received. 

Transmission incoming from Time Inc. Entertainment: 

“Experienced adventurer Mike Hatcher has taken on the expedition of a
lifetime—to survive a year by himself deep within the Mesozoic. More than
just reality TV, while testing new technologies for future visitors to the
past—like Mike’s base camp, the secured environmental habitat called the
Compound—he will face the challenges of this new world alone with only
the dozen state-of-the-art microcameras tracking his progress at all times for
companionship. Thanks to the sponsorship of Time Inc. and the Imago
Mundi Society, join us now as Mike Hatcher lives through…Mesozoic
Days.”

The heat of the day rises from the baking earth in sheets of haze with con-
vection causing the air to shimmer and blur the distant tree line. Sitting
under the shade of a broad tree next to the freshwater river running past the
rear of the compound is Mike Hatcher in a wide brim bush hat shading his
eyes from the bright Mesozoic sun’s glare.

“There is nothing better on a hot day than a chilled beer.” He says to one
of the auto-cameras buzzing about the scene. “Unfortunately I don’t have
any beer.” 

Mike pulls at a small rope dipping into the stream by his feet. After a few
yanks, a small bag breaks the surface. Opening the sack he pulls out what
looks like a bushel of blackberries. He picks a few of the berries and drops
them into his mouth as he sits backs and sighs. 

“Ahhhh…who needs a refrigerator when a nice stream
does the same job? These are Caytoniales, an early version
of a fruit that oddly tastes a bit like apples. One of the things
I hadn’t thought about on this journey is the lack of plant
diversity: no grass, very few flowers, and almost no fruit.
You never know what simple things you’re going to miss
until you don’t have them, and at the moment I’d kill just to
bite into a fresh apple. Guess I’ll have to wait a few more
millions years before they evolve or I get home.”

Mike swallows his mouthful of chilled fruit and looks
carefully at the camera through the wavering heat. “My out-
back fridge does have a drawback though, I placed some
meat in a creek a couple of weeks ago to try and keep it fresh
in much the same way. Not only did I lose the meat to some-
thing hungry during the night, I lost my little camping spot
because several crocodiles began hanging around the area
waiting for an easy meal, possibly encouraged from whatev-
er broke into the meat locker. I was kind of afraid the easy
meal might be me.”

The picture slowly pans away as the camera pulls higher
into the sky, with Mike sitting under his tree, happily munch-
ing on the last of his berries. The image picks up Mike’s bike
sitting square in a large patch of sunlight with its solar panels

recharging the vehicle’s batteries. The image flickers into focus with an
eerie green glow. Mike is still at the same tree, though now he’s hiding
behind its thick trunk watching the river warily. One camera floats close
over his shoulder, and, with a small turn of his head, he begins to narrate in
a very quiet whisper.

“I fell asleep in the warm sun, one of the stupidest things you can do

around here, I have to admit. I was lucky something big and toothy didn’t
come along and ruin my nap.” His sheepish smile indicates his true feeling
at how dangerous this situation could have been. “I woke up when the night
started to cool, but before I could leave, this thing entered the river.”

The view switches to the river. The slow-moving water is a dark, black
ribbon with the distant shoreline all but invisible. Tiny green beads of light

by Phil Hore
kimba18@gmail.com

© John Sibbick
www.johnsibbick.com

© Pedro Salas

BaryonyxBaryonyx

© Frederik Spindler
www.frederik-spindler.de
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flick about the scene, insects out to find food or a
mate. From out of the black edge of the view two
bright lights appear just above the level of the water.
At first they remain steady and then suddenly grow
larger and closer until one disappears altogether. A
second camera moves to the side, and the owner of
the strange glowing orbs comes into focus. The glow
was the reflective quality of a reptilian eye sitting
near the rear of an enormous crocodile-like skull. The
mouth is wide open with rows of sharp teeth dripping
water and the lower jaw submerged just under the sur-
face. With slow sweeps of its head the predator moves
its enormous jaws back and forth, waiting for a victim
to enter the deadly trap. 

“I think we’ve found what stole my dinner,” Mike
says, ensuring the tree is always between himself and
the predator.

With a snap the enormous jaw closes, and the
Baryonyx stands up with a large fish struggling in its
mouth attempting to escape. For the first time the predator’s true size is
apparent, 30 feet long and armed with an enormous claw on its thumb,
which it uses to spear the wriggling 7-foot fish and toss it to the shoreline.

Mike takes the opportunity to improve his position when the enormous spin-
osaurid heads toward shore to devour its prize. The green infrared image
suddenly twists and manages to capture a new predator also eyeing off the
still-wriggling fish.  Slipping out of the river a large crocodile scuttles

toward the meal
and opens its
mouth wide to hiss
out a warning to
the Baryonyx. 

“This should be
interesting. Most
of the reports I
have read suggest
these theropods
were mainly fish
eaters and their
narrow, elongated
jaws were inca-

pable of withstanding the strain of biting something larger like another
dinosaur.”

Dropping to all fours to bring its head lower, the dinosaur starts prancing
around the crocodile with far more agility than an animal its size should be
capable of. The crocodile tries to pivot and keep its formidable jaws between

them both, but the Baryonyx is simply too fast and is soon standing to one
side. With an opening the dinosaur lunges forward and clamps its jaws
across the croc’s head, and then with a powerful heave it pulls the entire ani-
mal off the ground and flings the reptile away with a snap, flick, and twist
of its head. 

“Holy. . ., well I guess that answers that one,” Mike almost giggles in awe
as the microcamera zooms about and catches the crocodile sailing through
the air before hitting the mud bank once, before rebounding into the water
with a splash. “That was impressive.”    

The Baryonyx moves over to its prize and grips the fish with one of its
large clawed hands. In one motion it bites the fish and tears a large chunk
of flesh away and gulps it down with a toss of its head. Three more similar
bites and the entire fish is gone. Back in the river a very sorry-looking croc-
odile emerges and starts swimming away with slow sweeps of a tail that now
has a noticeable kink along its length. A large, ragged wound across its neck
is bleeding profusely but, thanks to the almost miraculous restorative factor
all crocs have, will soon heal. Above the river the sky is lightening, and
Mike, stifling a yawn, gives the camera a salute and then puts a single finger
to his lips as the Baryonyx reenters the river behind him. Returning to its
original fishing spot, the predator starts fishing again, and Mike settles in
for a long wait before he’d be able to leave the scene.

Officially Baryonyx (‘heavy claw’) was discovered in 1983 by an amateur
fossil hunter called William Walker, who discovered a large claw protruding
from a clay pit in Surrey. The claw and a few bones were collected and
shown to the Natural History Museum in London, which went to work at the
site and found nearly 70% of the skeleton. This specimen can today be seen
in the main dinosaur hall at the NHM. A second skull was uncovered in

© Mike Landry
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Spain a few years later, and a
series of track ways found near-
by were also believed to be from
the same theropod. These were
followed by more fossils, includ-
ing several of those iconic claws,

uncovered in Africa
and on the Isle of
Wight. 

At nine feet tall
and thirty one feet
long, Baryonyx was
medium sized for the
group it belongs too,
the spinosaurids. The
largest of these,
Spinosaurus, was the
longest of all
theropods at 50 to 60

feet, making
Baryonyx only
half the size,
though features
on some fossils
are suggestive
that they
belonged to a
young animal, an
indication that
they could have
grown far larger.
Everything about
these dinosaurs is
weird. The elon-
gated skulls had a
slight kink in them (likely to stop prey from escaping the mouth), and the
snout ended in a large bony knob. The jaws contained 96 teeth with a slight
keel and tiny serrated edges, with 64 teeth along the lower jaws and 32 along
the top. All of this gave Baryonyx a crocodile-looking skull, a design to help
trap their prey within the jaws.

The head itself was also
held at a flatter angle than
most theropods, with the
S-shaped curve in the neck
far less pronounced. This,
along with more robust
arms, indicates these ani-
mals may have spent part
of their life on all fours, a
stance that would have
helped them catch their
main prey. A diet of fish
was confirmed by
Scheenstia (a large ray-
finned fish) bones and
scales found within the
Baryonyx skeleton. All
spinosaurs have been

found in river and delta sediments that also contain very large
fish species, and so the idea that these predators hunted along a
freshwater river, much like grizzlies do today, is certainly possi-
ble.  

Similarities between crocs and spinosaurs is not new, suggest-
ing that Baryonyx remains were found much earlier than 1984.
In 1820 the famous British paleontologist Gideon Mantel
received some teeth found near the same location as the original
Baryonyx, which were described as belonging to a large croco-
dile. Two decades later Richard Owen named this apparent croc-

odile Suchosaurus cultridens (‘crocodile lizard’ soukho-
sauros + ‘dagger-tooth’ culter-dens) after the Egyptian

© Christian Juul
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crocodile god, Sobek. In 1897
two jaw fragments and a single
tooth were uncovered in Portugal
and described as another croco-
dilian, Suchosaurus girardi. The
tooth was lost for some time
until a fire in 1978, when it was
rediscovered during the cleanup.
In the twentieth century more
fossils were found on the Isle of
Wight, including a strange fore-
arm destined to sit in a box unde-
scribed until the late 1990s when
something of a revolution began
to occur with these early finds.
All of these “crocodile” fossils
were studied and redescribed as
belonging to a baryonychine or
some other closely related spin-
osaur.

Adding to the long list of sur-
prising developments in paleon-
tology “Down Under,” recently a
cervical vertebra from Victoria’s
Cretaceous coast has been
described as the country’s first
spinosaur fossil. Interestingly,
the fossil is almost identical to
those belonging to Baryonyx. This
shouldn’t be surprising because
spinosaurs are a known Gondwana
group. Some, including
Spinosaurus, Cristatusaurus, and
Suchomimus, have been found in
Africa, while South America also
has several species such as Irritator
and Oxalaia (from African deity
Oxalá /o-sha-LA/ ‘may God wish’,
from Yoruba Obatálá ‘king of white
cloth’). These indicate spinosaurs
may be an old group that had spread

across the globe before the
breakup of the superconti-
nent Pangea, (although
with the recent discovery of
raptors and early tyran-
nosaurs in Australia we
have a growing geographic
relationship between the
Northern and Southern
Hemisphere continents that
requires some explaining.) 

It would seem
rather than being
part of some small,
sideline theropod
group, Baryonyx and its closest relatives may have been one of the most suc-
cessful, with individuals living across Gondwana and Laurasia. Perhaps
more species will soon be recognized, plus one has to wonder how many
more prehistoric crocodiles out there are waiting to be reclassified as spin-
osaurids.  
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To many paleontology buffs, when the words “Early Cretaceous”
are mentioned, nine times out of ten, they think of prehistoric
England. The reason why is because not only are the animals discov-
ered in this area and dated to this time some of the more famous of
the dinosaur species, but moreover, this was where dinosaurs were
first discovered. As such, southern England holds a special place in
the hearts of bone diggers as the birthplace of modern paleontology. 

The area of southern England where many fossils from the early
Cretaceous Period have been discovered is referred to as the Weald
– the word comes from the German wald, meaning “forest”, due to
the large areas of woodland in this part of the country. The rocks in
which many fossils of dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures have
been found are referred to as the Wealden Group, consisting of the
Wessex Formation on the bottom and the younger Vectis Formation
atop it. These rocks are dated from 140-125 million years ago. 

The Wessex Formation is the older of the two geologic formations
that make up the Wealden Group. It dates to the Barremian Stage of
the early Cretaceous Period, approximately 140-130 MYA. Based
upon many of the fossil animals found here, including freshwater
fish and freshwater mollusks, the area appears to have been a very
water-logged environment full of lakes, rivers, ponds, and marshes.
Although dinosaurs are the most famous, other creatures have been
found here, including five species of crocodiles, three species of
medium-sized pterosaurs, a freshwater shark, and even a tarantula
spider called Cretamygale which was discovered in amber. The
Vectis Formation lies above the Wessex Formation, and is dated to
the Aptian Stage of the early Cretaceous, approximately 125 MYA.
Some dinosaur bones have been found here, but the Vectis
Formation is more well-known for the large abundance of fossilized
dinosaur footprints. 

Although fossils and possibly even dinosaur bones have been
found for centuries, paleontology as we know it came into existence
in southern England during the early 1800s. Reverend William
Buckland, a minister and a geology professor at Oxford University,
is credited with naming the first dinosaur. In 1824, he found a jaw-
bone of a large, extinct meat-eating reptile and named it
Megalosaurus – the first dinosaur to be officially named. 

Two years earlier in 1822, the first remains of what was to be rec-
ognized as a dinosaur were discovered by Dr. Gideon Mantell and
his wife Mary. Unlike Mantell’s creature, the teeth suggested that
this was a giant plant-eater. Since the teeth bore a striking resem-
blance to those of an iguana lizard, Mantell named his specimen

Iguanodon, “iguana tooth”. Art and popular media frequently show
Iguanodon and Megalosaurus in combat with each other, but
Megalosaurus was already long extinct by the time Iguanodon
appeared.

Iguanodon was only one of several dinosaur species that were dis-
covered in southern England during the early to mid 1800s. Mantell
would later discover or name a few other species. In 1842, the lead-
ing British anatomist Sir Richard Owen placed all of these creatures
into a group called the “dinosaurs”. During the founding years of
paleontology, dinosaurs were seen as gargantuan lumbering
quadrupedal behemoths. This was the design that was put forward by
Sir Richard Owen, and it was the design that was immortalized at the
Crystal Palace in London, England. Beginning in the 1860s, this
classical image began to change, with dinosaurs being shown as
thinner and sleeker, and walking on two legs, although it was still not
as accurate as the modern image.

Now, let’s take a look at the various dinosaurs that lived in south-
ern England during the early Cretaceous Period, and we’ll begin with
the most famous one of all: Iguanodon. Numerous species have been
found and described, although paleontologists claim that a few are
actually misidentified. In the early Cretaceous, there were seven dif-
ferent species of Iguanodon throughout the world, the largest one
measuring over 30 feet long.

Living alongside and underfoot was a smaller related herbivore
called Hypsilophodon. This was an 8-foot fast-moving creature
which was found in 1849 on the Isle of Wight. Due to its long fin-
gers and toes, many paleontologists of the 19th and early 20th
Centuries believed that Hypsilophodon was a tree climber, but this
proved to be wrong. Its remains have been found in England, Spain,
and Portugal.

The largest creature to have lived in the Weald was Pelorosaurus,
an 80-foot long sauropod closely related to the much more famous
Brachiosaurus which lived in North America and Africa during the
late Jurassic. Few remains of this animal have been found, but it
appears to have been a widespread species. Amazingly, some of the
fossils of Pelorosaurus which were found were preserved skin
impressions. They show that the creature was covered in hexagon-
shaped scales measuring 9-26mm in width. Pelorosaurus was offi-
cially named in 1847 by Gideon Mantell, the same man who discov-
ered and named Iguanodon.

The Weald was also home to two armored dinosaurs:
Hylaeosaurus and Polacanthus; some paleontologists believe that
they might be the same species. These creatures were known as
“nodosaurs” – picture an ankylosaur but without a tail club. Instead,
these creatures relied on rows of plates and sharp spikes along their
backs and sides for defense from predators. 

And speaking of predators, the Weald had more than its fair share.
So far, eight different species, ranging from 6 feet to 30 feet long,
have been found here, and must have made life for the herbivores
that lived in this swampy moor utterly terrifying. No complete spec-
imen of any theropod has ever been found in England dating to this
time period – all of the evidence comes from fragments or partial
skeletons. They include Aristosuchus – a compsognathid, possibly
measuring 6 feet long, twice the size of Compsognathus, Baryonyx
– the largest carnivore in the landscape, measuring 30 feet long,
Becklespinax – a ridge-backed sinraptorid, somewhat related to
Allosaurus, possibly measuring 25 feet long, Calamosaurus – possi-
bly a large compsognathid reaching 10-15 feet long, Eotyrannus –
an early tyrannosaur, measuring 15 feet long, Neovenator – another

Art © John Sibbick
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“The Weald: Southern England during the
Early Cretaceous Period”
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allosaur relative, measuring 25 feet, Thecocoelurus – an ovirap-
torosaur or “egg thief ” dinosaur, and Valdoraptor – a mysterious
dinosaur known from a few foot bones, but possibly another medi-
um-sized allosaur.

The landscape seems to have favored medium-sized carnivores
ranging from 10-25 feet long. Becklespinax is known only from

three unusually long
vertebrae, and would
have given it a promi-
nent ridge running
along its back like

Acrocanthosaurus. If Becklespinax was indeed related to Sinraptor
as some paleontologists have suggested based upon the shape of the
bones, then it might have been a large scavenger, since Sinraptor’s
small puny hands and stubby fingers would have been useless for
fighting and grappling prey, not at all like the gigantic meat hooks
of Allosaurus. Some, like the compsognathids and Eotyrannus
might have been pack hunters. 

The largest and most famous English dinosaurian meat-eater,
Baryonyx, was discovered fairly recently during the early 1980s.
Based upon direct fossil evidence and current hypotheses regarding
its spinosaur relatives, Baryonyx might have been primarily a fish-
eater, since large numbers of fish scales were found in its stomach.
However, it wasn’t averse to eating other things, since the bones of
a baby Iguanodon were also found within its ribcage. 

The Weald, the region of southeastern England known for its early
Cretaceous fossils, is one of the most famous areas of ground in
paleontology. Here were found some of the first dinosaurs to be offi-
cially named and described. The fossils found here portray an envi-
ronment with a diverse amount of wildlife from spiders to fish to
crocodiles to giant dinosaurs. The great thing is that even after being
worked over for almost two centuries, these rocks are not tapped out.

Scientists are still discovering new species here, and
there is likely much more to be discovered. As stated
before, many of the dinosaurs found here are known
only from small bits and pieces. Maybe you will be the
lucky one that will find a complete skeleton and add a
substantial piece of knowledge to our understanding of
what life was like in prehistoric England. 

Dinosaur Playsets  
An Illustrated Guide to the Prehistoric Playsets of Marx and MPC 

Coming Soon!

Finally! The definitive reference work on the dinosaur playsets from these two iconic companies!

Perhaps the most endearing of dinosaur collectibles to many people are the lines of figures and playsets
produced by the Louis Marx Toy Company. The figures have attained a near iconic status among collectors of

dinosaur toys and memorabilia. Frequently considered something of a “baby sister” to the Marx dinosaur line is
the series of prehistoric figures and playsets put out by the Multiple Products Corporation (MPC) at roughly the
same time period. Often confused with one another, the dinosaur output of these two companies has shaped the

perception of what these prehistoric beasts were like in the minds of generations of children and adults. 

Unfortunately, up to this point there has not been an abundance of detailed information available concerning
these popular lines of prehistoric toys, and much of what is out there can be wildly inaccurate, frustrating, and

confusing to the beginner and serious collector alike. Author Jeff Pfeiffer has compiled this fully illustrated 8 ½
x 11-inch volume to help playset enthusiasts navigate the prehistoric output of these two legendary toy

companies.  Written with both the novice and seasoned collector in mind, this book starts at the basics, with
brief histories of each company, discussions of the various dinosaur figures and accessories found in these 

playsets, and (most significantly) over 175 full color photographs, encompassing most of the boxed dinosaur
playsets, carded sets, and bagged assortments of both Marx and MPC.  This represents the most comprehensive
work on the prehistoric playsets of these two companies to date. Information is also presented concerning the
various reissue and knock-off sets that were produced by other companies, such as Toy Street, Spaulding, and
Winneco, as well as additional items and games that were directly based on the Marx and/or MPC prehistoric

output. Also included is a handy guide to each playset discussed, with a listing of its contents, year of 
production, and model number. This is the book that Marx and MPC dinosaur collectors have been waiting for! 

Author Jeff Pfeiffer has been an avid collector of Marx and MPC prehistoric playsets for well over a decade. Over the course of that time he has amassed an extensive
collection of playsets from both companies. His passion for dinosaurs began in childhood, when he was given his first set of MPC dinosaur figures as a birthday present,
and continues to the present day. Jeff presents Dinosaur Playsets to devotees of the dinosaurs of Marx and MPC as an indispensable tool in their own collecting passions!

The book will be available through Authorhouse.com, and from various online outlets such as Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble.
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SSooff tt   DDiinnoo ,,   WW aarrmm  DDiinnoo ,,   

DDiinnoo   ccoovveerreedd  wwii tthh   ffuurr??

The possibility of feathered theropods came into vogue during the
dinosaur renaissance in the late 1970’s to 1980s. It was not well accept-
ed, but some artists did put feathers on theropods—Bakker, Paul,
Hallett. With the finding of Sinosauropteryx it became a reality. Because
birds evolved from theropods, it is rea-
sonable that small theropods also had
feathers. Based upon theropods found
with feather impressions including
troodontids, dromaeosaurs, oviraptorids,
therizinosaurs, ornithomimosaurs, and
small tyrannosaurids, (but not
ornithopods because they are far from
the avian lineage) science is finding this
to be true. 

In the last decade, two interesting,
feathered ornithopods were discov-
ered—Psittacosaurus, with sparse, long,
thin quills on its anterior caudal ridge
and the rest of the body covered with
scales,  and the heterodontosaurid,
Tianyulong (Shandong Tianyu ‘firma-
ment’ Museum of Nature + dragon),
which has integumenteary patches on its
lower cervical and upper dorsal
vertebrae and longer quills along
the anterior portion of the tail
(Figure 1). 

A new small ornithopod (about a
half a meter long) has been
described by Godefroit et al. 2014.
Kulindadromeus zabaikalicus is a
basal ornithopod (neornithischian)
from the Middle to Late Jurassic of
Siberia (Figure 2).
Kulindadromeus (‘Kulinda run-
ner’) is known from several
bonebeds, ranging from small to
large individuals. Luckily the
integument was preserved in sever-
al specimens, and it is really inter-
esting. The preservation is the
same as in the feathered fossils
from the Jehol (Rèhé) biota in
northeastern China, basically pre-
served as dark carbonaceous films.
There are three types of scales and
three types of feathers. The three
types of feathers are, first,
monofilaments that are widely dis-
tributed around the thorax, on the
back, and around the head. The fil-
aments above the head are thin

(~0.15 mm in diame-
ter), short (10 to 15
mm in length), and
curved, with no pre-
ferred orientation, like
when you wake up and
your hair is all messed
up. Those along the
thoracic and abdomi-
nal area are wider (0.2
to 0.3 mm) and longer
(20 to 30 mm). They
are much shorter than
those on
Psittacosaurus and
Tianyulong. However
they are more similar
to those found in
S i n o s a u r o p t e r y x .
Second, along the

humerus and femur, the filaments are
different in that they lack a shaft, occur
in groups of six or seven filaments that
converge proximally, and arise from the
central region of a base plate (similarly
Alifanov et al., 2014, described the
same filaments). Individually the fila-
ments are 10 to 15 mm long, with the
ones on the humerus wider (0.2 to 0.4
mm) than those on the femur (0.1 to 0.2
mm). They resemble down feathers. The
base plates do not touch each other, and
are found in patches in a hexagonal pat-
tern. This would mean the animal did
not look like a fully “feathered”
Sinosauropteryx. The third type of fila-
ment is found along the proximal part of

the tibia in clusters of six or seven
ribbon-shaped elements that are less
bundled together proximally and are
close to the bone surface. Each fila-
ment is 20 mm long and 1.5 to 3 mm
wide with a dark median axis along
its length. Carefully, the thin superfi-
cial carbonaceous sheet was
removed revealing the presences of
~10 thin (50-to-100-micrometer)
internal parallel filaments within
each ribbon-shaped element. This
has not been seen in any other feath-
ered dinosaur. 

The three scale types are, first,
small (<3.5 mm long) imbriated and
hexagonal scales, which resemble
the scutella in modern birds and are
associated with the distal parts of the
tibiae. Second, Smaller (<1 mm)
rounded and nonoverlapping scales
occur around the manus, tarsus,
metatarsus, and pes and resemble the
reticula along the plantar face (bot-
tom) of the pes in modern birds, that
is, not like those large scutellate
scales on the front of the pes and
metatarsus. Third, it is the tail that is
very different. Unlike the tall, thin
filaments on the tails of

H o w  t o  D r awH o w  to  D r aw
DD ii nn oo ss aa uu rr ss   

By Tracy Lee Ford     Dino.Hunter@cox.net  

Figure 1.
Feathered 

ornithischians.
A.Psittacosaurus.

B.Tianyulong.
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Figure 2. Kulindadromeus
zabaikalicus (modified from
Godefroit et al. 2014). A,
Skeleton. B, Reconstruction.

Figure 3. Integument of Kulindadromeus zabaikalicus: A-C, Compound
structures around the femur. A, Patch of filaments. B, Close-up of filaments.
C, Interpretative drawing of filaments. D, Interpretive drawing of ribbon-like

structures. E, Scales around tibia and tarsus. F-G, Scales from the caudal
region. F, Proximal part of tail, interpretive illustration. (All after Godefroit

et al. 2014.)
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Psittacosaurus and Tianyulong, the tail of
Kulindadromeus has at least five longitudi-
nal rows of slightly arched scales. The
largest scales (~20 mm long and 10 mm
wide) occur along the proximal part of the
tail. The caudal scales are thin (<100
micrometers), unornamented, and slightly
imbricated, with each scale covering part of
the adjacent distal one. This reminds me of
an armadillo tail (Figure 3). 

There is some controversy about the
bonebeds. Godefroit (gawd-FRWAH) sug-
gested that the Russian paleontologists
Alifanov and Savéliev (who also named two
ornithopods from the same site) actually
stole the specimens from a museum in Chita
(Zabaikalskiy Krai, Russia) and took them to
a Moscow museum. Alifanov named their
two species a few months before Godefroit
did. However the two named ornithischians
were named in a paleontology journal, and
Godefroit would be hard pressed to suppress
the names. This is something he may have to
take up with the ICZN. 

This is from what Godefroit posted on the
DML (Dinosaur Mailing List): 

"Please forget about those names. These
are based on specimens that Alifanov stole in Chita and that are illegally
housed in PIN [Paleontological Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences] in
Moscow but belonging in fact to the Institute of Natural Resources Ecology
and Cryology (Chita). Moreover there is a single taxon. And it is not a hyp-
silophodont but a basal ornithischian. This paper is a true paleontological
scandal! The official paper implying the original discoverers of the speci-
mens . . . and based on the legal INREC material in Chita will be published
in July [2014] in one of the highest-ranked scientific journals!" 

Does this mean other small ornithopods had similar feathers? I was
against this, but I can’t argue against the find. I do find it intriguing that
other small ornithopods could have had some sort of “feathery” integumen-
tary covering. A fluffy body and scaly tail in small neornithischians could
very well have been the norm. I hope other finds will help to
confirm or deny this. From the description of Kulindadromeus,
the ornithischians may have looked like an animal with mange
as opposed to looking like a fluffy chick.  

Because “feathers” are known in saurischians and now small
ornithischians, this integumentary structure would have had to
have evolved before the saurischian and ornithischian split. But
could it have occurred even before that? Pterosaurs are known to
have feathers (originally suggested to be fur), and they are dis-
tantly related to dinosaurs, that is, the subgroup Ornithodira.
This is a term that has not caught on. It was first suggested by
Gauthier (1986), and he placed pterosaurs closer to dinosaurs
than others had before. It was rejected soon afterwards but now
seems to be catching on again. 

Ornithodira means ‘bird neck’, from Greek ornitho- ‘bird’ and
Greek deirê ‘neck, throat’. It includes Lagosuchus, Pterosauria,
Herrerasauridae, Ornithischia, Sauropodomorpha, and
Theropoda. He stated that the immediate common ancestor of
Ornithodira was fundamentally more birdlike than were ornitho-
suchids, Euparkeria, or pseudosuchians, and that it is not yet
clear if Lagosuchus or Pterosauria is the immediate sister group
of dinosaurs, though the femur is, at least in Dimorphodon, more
dinosaur-like than that of Lagosuchus (Gauthier 1984). But the
confirmation of feathers just may help confirm Ornithodira. 

This would push feathers back to the middle Triassic, or as
George Olshevsky has suggested in his BCF (Birds Came First

theory), back to the Late Permian. Gierlinski
(1996) suggested there were feather-like impres-
sions in an Anomoepus major track in the Lower
Jurassic of Massachusetts (Figure 4). He believes
there is a belly impression with feather impres-
sions and, in the sitting track, there are also feather
impressions along one of the metatarsal-pes prints.
This interpretation was not well accepted, and
many have argued against it that the latter impres-
sion is just a slip in the mud. Anomoepus (Greek
‘unlike-foot’) has been considered an ornithischi-
an, which also, at the time, argued against feathers.
However, with these new finds, I believe this
trackway should be restudied, and there is the pos-
sibility that Gierlinski was correct. Such feather-
like impressions could indicate that some small
ornithischians (also Kulindadromeus and
Tianyulong) were also feathered. I am now won-
dering if some of the small theropods and ornithis-
chians had feathers to help regulate their body
temperature.

Don’t forget to visit my two websites; my origi-
nal Dinohunter (http://www.dinohunter.info) and
Paleofile (http://www.paleofile.com). 

Paleofile has several areas and an easy index
(just click on the name, and it will take you to the

systematic list), or you can go directly to the systematic list (eggs and ich-
nology included). Click on the name in the list, and it will take you to a more
compressive listing: genus, species, etymology, holotype (lecto-, para-,
etc.), locality, horizon (formation), biostratigraphy (faunal zone if known),
age, material, and referred material. There will be two faunal lists, one in
which you can check your area or any area in the world to see what animals
were found there and the other will be ages. If you’re interested in
Biostratigraphy, you can see which animals lived with which at that time
from around the world. There are also smaller sections: paleopathology, his-
tology, extinction, taphonomy, skin, coprolites, etc. Eventually it will be
fully illustrated. The site is now a free site, no subscription. I do have a
donate button for those who would like to send me funds to help keep the
site going.

Figure 4. Feather?
Impressions from the
track of Anomoepus

major (after Gierlinski
1996). A, Belly
impression with

“feather” traces. B,
Sitting track with
“feather” traces  
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Pick up your copy of this
computer disc direct from the
author. Please note it is a PDF

format so you must have Adobe Reader.
The disc sells for $22 including shipping.
Contact Joe at jdemarco13@comcast.net.

Joe accepts Paypal.

With over 2000 full color photos and a wealth of information on
dinosaur and prehistoric animal collectibles from the 20th century
by expert Joe DeMarco and a half dozen other experts, this disc

allows you to also become the expert with just a touch of
your computer mouse.

Dinosauriana, The Compendium
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LEFT : As Safari Ltd has retired
their figures over the years and

changed their paint schemes, the
originals have become more col-
lectible. Fred Snyder sent us this

photo of his Safari Ltd prehistoric
figures in their original grayish

paint from around 1988.

RIGHT : A 1966 “King Kong” toy playset by the
MPC company. No dinosaurs included (even

though MPC made many dinosaur toy figures)
but that is because this is based upon the

Saturday morning Rankin/Bass cartoon show of
the same name. On the TV show the young son

of the Bond family living on Mondo Island
befriends Kong and the two go on many adven-
tures (well, for the one season that the program

lasted.)

ABOVE : A set of gold-colored metal rings
with interesting dinosaur art on the face of

each of the set of five. The artist is unknown
for these gumball machine disk rings from the

1970s. 

LEFT : Battery operated, remote
control, hard 

plastic Tyrannosaurus from
Japan made in the 1960s. Its
eyes lit up red as it walked

along. A Triceratops was also
produced. Sears stores sold the

pair in 
different packaging.

BELOW: These original blueprint plans are for a store display for the
small rubbery prehistoric animal figures by Inpro of England which
were also sold here in the U.S. A space is provided for each figure
which was probably glued to the base. The oil rig must be a refer-

ence to how the prehistoric animals turned to oil?

ABOVE : The Fuller Brush Company has been an
“American institution” for many decades. The Fuller Brush

man sold items door to door. These are three dinosaur
shaped soaps that the American house wife could purchase

for her children in the 1960s.

LEFT : PT writer Robert Telleria
wanted me to acknowledge the

latest Kaiyodo figures in the
Dinotales series which he says

are tough to find. 
The first picture is the

Siamotyrannus quartet, from
2001, of which the green version

is the first and rarest.
At the bottom of that same

photo, the T. rex was a 2005
magazine exclusive and the UHA

Mikakuto pewter Ceratosaurus
skull was a campaign exclusive

in 2003.
The bottom photo shows the
rarest of the series - the UHA
Mikakuto campaign silver fig-
ures from 2002. (To the left he

also describes the new 2014
Kaiyodo marine reptile set.)

RIGHT : The latest Kaiyodo set of
prehistoric figures is called Capsule
Q Museum prehistoric marine set
and includes Plesiosaurus (light

and dark versions), Pliosaur,
Pliosaur skeleton, Archelon, and an
Ichthyosaur giving live birth. Each
includes a tiny skin diver figure to

show scale. The lighter colored
Plesiosaur is the rare figure. 
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by Randall Knol
Rsknol@aol.com

www.dinosaurCollectorSiteA.com

This summer has seen an erosion of the tradi-
tional Toy Fair role, due to the internet. Two
major companies have released new Dinosaur toy
series, bypassing Toy Fair. The Nuremberg Toy
Fair has its roots in the trade fairs dating back to the Middle Ages. This is
not the end of the Toy Fair, but it will need to be redefined. It is no longer
the place where companies do most of their yearly sales. Internet supported
JIT (Just in Time) and the electronic mall allows retailers to integrate their
local inventories to their suppliers. You can sell it on your site and have the
wholesaler actually ship to the customer, or as a brick and mortar store you
can automatically reorder stock. This affects not only Toy Fair but the role
of the distributors who are becoming less important. New releases that were
once carefully guarded secrets saved for Toy Fair are now
announced on the web and talked to death on blogs and
forums in the fall. 

Ravensburger is familiar to collectors for the
paleo art associated with their puzzles and
board games. Their Tiptoi® dinosaur books
have nine different dinosaur figures, some
sporting articulated jaws. There is free soft-
ware to download for audio files and an orange
spot on the figure that when triggered spews
dino trivia. It sounds like a rerun of the Jaxxs
figures distributed by Discovery Toys. The
release is scheduled for September but no pho-
tographs of the figures have been shown.  

The new release with the biggest buzz is the Terra series from Battat. An
ongoing fantasy on web blogs has been a Battat return from the dead. Battat
has returned, with the first four of an initial 12 figure release. Dan LoRusso,
one of the original Battat designers, is back, the Boston Museum is no
longer involved, and the Target chain is exclusively carrying Terra. PT
obtained a sample of the first four figures; Dacentrurus, Cryolophosaurus,
Pachyrhinosaurus and Nanshiungosaurus. All the figures are sold with cus-
tom boxes for display and with educational information on the back. The
diorama box is similar to the Safari Ltd Sue series packaging and the old
JASMAN diorama series. Nanshiungosaurus brevispinus is a primitive ther-
izinosaur that is known from a partial skeleton. Most reconstructions utilize
much later but better-known fossils like Beipiaosaurus. The figure is paint-
ed in realistic browns and tans that break up the silhouette. The torso is long
and deep, with a short tail and long neck. The closed mouth ends in a beak.
The large claws on the forearms are used for a tripod stand, making the fig-
ure very stable. The figure bucks the current convention of depicting all
therizinosaurs as bird-like with feathers and dewlaps.  While the much later
therizinosaurs display bird-like features, the existing Nanshiungosaurus
fossils show no evidence of feathers. This is a unique figure for Battat fans
and a viable toy for kids. The box diorama presents Nanshiungosaurus in a
lush forest. Dacentrurus armatus is a Late Jurassic stegosaur found in
England. It resembles Kentrosaurus, but is more closely related to
Miragaia. The green coloring makes for an intuitive comparison with the
Wild Safari and CollectA Kentrosaurus. The green darkens at the top, cre-
ating a natural waterline. The narrow plates and spikes that run along the
back are a third shade of green with black accents. The feet are detailed,
with 5 front toes and 3 on the back feet. The shoulder spikes are green and
curve up and back. The skull is long and held relatively high with a fold of
skin under the throat. This is a very attractive figure. The box diorama has
the figure standing on a dried lake bed surrounded by a forest. Collectors,
when you buy the figures, and we all will, save the packing to display the

figures. I think Battat should expand their packaging and give buyers the
option to purchase larger display boxes for multiple figures. 

Next up, Safari Ltd Wild Safari: Educational support is understood by
most companies as a way of
validating the value of their
products. Parents want to
invest in their children’s
future by giving them access
to products that will enrich
them educationally. We have
seen extensive use of educa-
tional material added to the
packaging of figures, even
using chips imbedded to
provide enriched content.
Safari Ltd launched

Safaripedia this spring. The first edition provides information on the Wild
Safari and Carnegie dinosaurs from recent releases. Safaripedia is written
for the general public with references to suitable publications. I urge you to
check it out at http://wiki.safariltd.com/index.php/Dinosaurs.
Monolophosaurus, the Middle Jurassic theropod from China, has been on
the list of figures I wanted to see for a long time. The large midline crest
running along the snout makes it a distinct figure, while many theropods
seem to look largely indistinguishable. We do not get many Middle Jurassic

or Asian models so this is a double bonus.
This sculpt supports the figure with a strong
bipedal posture on realistically proportioned
legs and feet, ending with a tail that stretches
out straight with a natural drop at the tip. The
forearms have the palms inward. The open
jaws have a detailed tongue and teeth. There
is a modest frill along the spine and the skin
is a pattern of irregular scales. The coloring
is a toasted brown on top with a light belly
and jaw for a naturalistic feel. The skull is
not mono-colored but has hints of an ocher

blush on the snout and around the eyes. This is a figure with a lot of atten-
tion to detail and subtle coloring. It is on my list for best toy figure of the
year. Pachyrhinosaurus is a centrosaur from the Late Cretaceous of North
America. It is noteworthy as the horned dinosaur that lost it horns. The juve-
nile horns are replaced in adults with big nasal bosses that do not look very
practical or useful. The center of the shield sports a unicorn horn while the
back rim has two sideways curving spikes and the center top has two inward
facing spikes. The detail of the skull is intense and I find something new
every time I examine it. The head is cocked to the right as if the animal is
moving and the forelegs are placed inside the stance of the back limbs; a
detail commonly missed in toy figures. The skin is scaled and there is a back
frill and detailed feet with the correct number of toes. The dark brown on a
base of off-white creates the illusion of an older weathered animal. This is
a great, if serendipitous, match for the adults from the Walking with
Dinosaurs 3D film. If you have the baby Vivid Imaginations pachyrhi-
nosaurs, you just found mom and dad. We have had so many pachyrhi-
nosaurs that I was jaded by the new ones until I got the figure. The model
feels natural in a way the Papo figure fails to do. I see a definite win for
Safari Ltd. I have always admired the way Safari Ltd looks for ways to
expand the figure hobby. “Evolution of Man” from Safari Ltd was a surprise
this year. The blister pack contains 5 relatives of modern Homo sapiens.
Years ago Bullyland released a set of figures similar to this but on a larger
scale. The larger scale made them seem incompatible with the Bullyland
mammal series. Safari Ltd has not made this mistake; all five figures are of
a scale to combine with their range of Forest, Jungle and Prehistoric
Mammals. It highlights the value of keeping a consistent scale to your prod-
ucts. The blister pack is great for collectors looking to display and store their
figures and the back includes educational details. The figures advance in
time starting with Australopithecus, Homo habilis, and Homo erectus, the
first to use fire, then Neanderthal man with his spear and finally Cro-
Magnon with his spear thrower. Their use for teaching is intuitive and the
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ability to integrate them with the animals of the past is a bonus. 
CollectA Popular: The way we imagine and reconstruct fossil dinosaurs is

changing. The Marx style tail-dragging dinosaurs of the 1950’s are extinct,
replaced in the 80s by a soft dinosaur revolution that we credit to Bakker
and Paul among others. Dinosaurs became active and postures moved away
from the lizard look. But the bodies of the best figures were limited by the
fossils. Feathers were added to some smaller theropods but the figures were
shrink-wrapped. Now we are seeing more emphasis on the body tissues, ori-
entation of the limbs, posture, locomotion, skin, and tail shape. Feathered
non-bird dinosaurs are becoming the standard for serious toy figures.
CollectA has created two figures that reflect this latest paleo art revolution.
The Juvenile Tyrannosaurus and Bistahieversor capture the look and feel of
this second paleo art revolution. Bistahieversor was the dominate predator
of the American southwest in the Late Cretaceous, resembling and filling
the same niche that Albertosaurus did in the northwest. The figure is active,
with the torso parallel to the ground and the jaws
wide to attack, with the tail flexed to the side in
a feline expression.  The legs are avian slender.
The torso is covered in alternating brown and
black dino-fuzz that extends to the arms. The
spine and skull have tufts of feathers. The details
of the teeth and limbs are elegant. I have no prob-
lem with using a base to support the realistic
limbs. The colors do not photograph well, so you will not appreciate the fig-
ure fully until you have it in your hands. Juvenile Tyrannosaurus is a game
changer; fully covered in dino-fuzz on stick legs and leaning forward. All
other dino babies look like chubby preschool toys in comparison. The base
supports the proportions of the legs and body that have a fragile baby bird
aura. The color schema reminds me of a baby quail. Both these figures
reflect a maturing of the production process with the evolution of an original
CollectA style. Saurophaganax has been on my wish list for years. It has
been rumored to have shown up in
Europe with obscure toy sets. I think
the challenge has been to differentiate
it from Allosaurus. This is an animal
big enough to hunt the large
sauropods of the Late Jurassic
Morrison. Saurophaganax was a top
predator along with Epanterias and
Torvosaurus. The CollectA
Saurophaganax is a graceful model.
It has the prominent lacrimal horns,
strong forearms with palms in, and a frill along the back. The white teeth
contrast with the blackened skull and the upper body is green with brown
stripes. The base allows the well-proportioned legs to support the body. The
body is tilted forward as if feeding from a kill. I think this is a much stronger
allosaurid than anything to date from CollectA. Mosasaurus was another
surprise from CollectA this year. The long eel-like body and heavy jaws
show a convergence with early whales. The front paddles are larger than the
back. I am really taken with the color scheme that is based on the whale
shark and is very effective. I do think this figure would be enhanced by a
detachable base for display.     

GeoWorld Jurassic Hunters’ Camarasaurus is a strong statement about
the style that Dr. Steve is developing. The four species of Camarasaurus
were the most common sauropods of the Late Jurassic North America. It
normally is ignored by toy companies, with the exception being the
Carnegie Safari Camarasaurus. GeoWorld provides extensive documenta-
tion and even pre-punches the pages for the budding paleontologists to add
to their notebooks. The 1:75 scales fits well with the CollectA
Saurophaganax. The figure has a long neck for high browsing and the legs
are of even length. The body is butterscotch with orange spots. The back of
the head has half a dozen pseudo feathers, an idea based on the finds of
dino-fuzz among ornithischians and given that sauropods are close relatives
of the well-feathered theropods. GeoWorld offers alternatives and variety
for collectors. 
Bullyland Europasaurus was a fun choice. It was found in Germany, but in

the Late Jurassic those islands were off the coast of North America. So is it

really a European sauropod?
Living on the islands probably
accounts for the small size. The
scale is 1/30 but the figure is still
small compared to the 1/40 scale
models. The figure follows the bra-
chiosaur template but the neck is
moderate in length, with a shorter
snout and a small toe claw. The

body is beige with brown spots on the upper body. The skin is irregularly
scaled, different from any of the other Bullyland sauropods. It is sad that
Bullyland no longer has a distributor in North America as they still do pro-
duce quality original figures. I was lucky that Dean Walker’s company
DeJankins has a supply from Bullyland for needy collectors. (see ad below)

Schleich’s Pentaceratops is very different in style from the Styracosaurus
produced last year. Big Red looks like it could be
a Chap Mei toy. This is a robust figure with a pos-
ture that has the front leg pawing at the ground.
The figure is detailed and like all Schleich prod-
ucts, shows consistent production quality. For
Schleich collectors this will be a welcome addi-
tion. 

Papo’s new Dilophosaurus is not the Jurassic
Park version with a frill. Papo theropods tend to be attractive figures that
are designed to look good on camera. I think the posture is eye catching and
it reflects the Papo style. The jaw is supposed to be articulated, but mine
would not move. The paint seems to be patchy and the joins show. This drop
in production quality is understandable with the rise in the cost of painting
in China but if Papo cannot continue to offer the same quality that has been
their trademark in the past, they have a problem.  
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“What occurred was this. Lord John had shot an ajouti – which is a

small, piglike animal – and, half of it having been given to the Indians, we
were cooking the other half upon our fire. There is a chill in the air after
dark, and we had all drawn close to the blaze. The night was moonless, but
there were some stars, and one could see for a little distance across the
plain. Well, suddenly out of the darkness, out of the night, there swooped
something with a swish like an aeroplane. The whole group of us were cov-
ered for an instant by a canopy of leathery wings, and I had a momentary
vision of a long, snake-like neck, a fierce, red, greedy eye, and a great
snapping beak, filled, to my amazement, with little, gleaming teeth. The
next instant it was gone – and so was our dinner. A huge black shadow,
twenty feet across, skimmed up into the air; for an instant the monster
wings blotted out the stars, and then it vanished over the brow of the cliff
above us. We all sat in amazed silence round the fire, like the heroes of
Virgil when the Harpies came down upon them.” (The Lost World, ch. ix)

The year 2012 marked the centenary of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic
tale The Lost World, a novel which has never been out of print since its
release. Even if you’ve never read it, you probably know the story largely
due to its impact on popular culture and being one of few novels to have
entered the common vocabulary. As well as its wide popular influence, The
Lost World remains a favourite amongst the palaeontological profession
even to this day. 

Although it is often compared with Jules Verne's Journey to the Centre of
the Earth (1864) and Henry Rider Haggard's 1886 novel She: a history of
adventure (which has also never been out of print), Doyle was the first nov-
elist to utilise the concept of an isolated, uplifted block of countryside
inhabited by fauna and flora from bygone ages. The Lost World had a far
greater influence than any of Doyle’s other science fiction works and the pit-
ting of humans against dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals subsequently
became a common science fiction premise in both literature and film. 

Contemporary writers who were directly influenced by Doyle’s novel
include the Russian geologist Vladimir Obruchev (1863-1956) and the
American novelist Edgar
Rice Burroughs (1875-1950).
Obruchev penned Plutonia:
an adventure through prehis-
tory (1915) with a plot based
on the hollow Earth concept
(which, by his own admis-
sion, had already been dis-
proven) and Sannikov Land
(1926) concerning an island
off the coast of Siberia that
was something of a 19th
Century legend. Burroughs
produced The Land that Time
Forgot (1918) and two
sequels in the so-called
Caspak series, both released
in 1918. While Plutonia was
primarily an attempt to edu-
cate readers about prehistoric
life, Burroughs was far less
concerned with scientific

accuracy. And in spite of his claims not to have read The Lost World, key
passages in his books closely mirror those of Doyle’s novel, as identified by
researcher Dana Batory. More recent popular titles inspired by The Lost
World include two by the late Michael Crichton whose novels featured a
man-made ‘lost world’ island complete with bioengineered dinosaurs run-
ning amok - his 1991 Jurassic Park (which mainly featured Cretaceous
dinosaurs) and the 1995 sequel brazenly titled The Lost World. As was the
case with Burroughs, Crichton also claimed to have not been inspired by

Doyle’s novel.
Finally, Greg
Bear’s novel
D i n o s a u r
Summer (1998)
offered a post-
WWII sequel to
Doyle’s story. 

In 1925 First
N a t i o n a l
P i c t u r e s
e m p l o y e d
m o d e l - m a k -
ers/animators
Willis O’Brien
and Marcel
Delgado to
b r i n g
H o l ly wo o d ’s
first (silent)

adaptation of The Lost World to the silver screen complete with live orches-
tral backing and sub-titles. Although the storyline and characters bore but
fleeting resemblance to those of the book, the animation was first rate for its
era. O’Brien and Delgado later honed their skills on King Kong (1933)
which was a far more polished production. Subsequent ‘Lost World’ themed
films invariably fell into the B-grade category, with producers bypassing
labour intensive stop-motion in favour of using actors in rubber dinosaur
suits or filming live reptiles adorned with spikes and frills as in Irwin Allen’s
shoddy 1960 version of The Lost World. In 1969 The Valley of Gwangi saw
a brief return to respectable stop-motion (this time by the late Ray
Harryhausen) with an Allosaurus featuring in a ‘Lost World meets King
Kong’ plot that had been conceived by O’Brien decades earlier, where
extinct beasts survive in a hidden Mexican valley. Unfortunately, the pro-
ducers could hardly have found a less appropriate filming location to mas-
querade as a dinosaur habitat, and only five prehistoric beasts were animat-
ed (including a pterosaur mistakenly restored with bats’ wings, a basic
anatomical error that afflicted other Harryhausen works but had been avoid-

ed in much earlier films, includ-
ing King Kong). 

Just as The Lost World played
a role in the genesis of Plutonia,
the influence of both novels are
very evident in the children's
classic 1955 film Cesta do
Praveku (= Trip into Prehistory)
by the celebrated father of Czech
animation, Karel Zeman.
Whereas Hollywood had filmed
contrived scenarios (usually
dinosaurs chasing hapless
explorers) clumsily spliced with
real-time footage, Zeman used
unorthodox but clever tech-
niques to ensure a seamless
union of animation with live
action. His philosophy of show-
ing extinct animals behaving nat-
urally in their own environment
was unusual for its era and pre-
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empted later educational TV produc-
tions such as Walking with Dinosaurs
/Walking with Beasts. Within the
Plutonia-like plot of Zeman’s film
are clear allusions to Doyle’s novel; a
quartet of male protagonists cross
into a prehistoric world where they
find evidence of cave-dwelling
natives, are attacked by pterodactyls,
witness a twilight fight between a
predatory dinosaur and a herbivorous
one, experience a close encounter
with a Stegosaurus, and watch one of
their group being pursued by an enraged Phorusrhacos, all of which is duti-
fully recorded in a journal by the narrator.

So why, one may ask, did the creator of the world’s best known detective
turn his hand to writing The Lost World, a work which appears so very dis-
tinct from his other works, even in comparison with its subsequent (but less
well-known) companion Professor Challenger stories? Historically, many
reviews of The Lost World focussed on the literary influences behind the
story, and yet in this case it was very much the non-literary factors that
assumed far greater importance. They involved the Golden Age of
Victorian/Edwardian palaeontology and fortuitous finds of dinosaur fossils,
a host of discoveries of some of the world's largest and most unusual ani-
mals prior to the novel’s release, the barbaric slave trade associated with the
great rubber boom in the Peruvian Amazon and the Belgian Congo, explo-
rations of the most inaccessible corners of South America including the for-
midable plateaus of the Gran Sabana, and the infamous scientific fraud of
Piltdown Man.  

In spite of such eclectic influences, the genesis of the novel may initially
have had its origins in little more than a casual bet. As related by the editor
of The Strand Magazine at the time Doyle was contributing to that publica-
tion, Doyle had made a wager with a friend who claimed that all avenues for
writing new plots for adventure action stories had already been exhausted.
Doyle responded that imagination and realism could still be combined in
new ways. No doubt he must also have drawn inspiration from personal
experiences such as the sighting of a strange animal when he and his second
wife Jean were on honeymoon cruising
past Aegina (Egina) south of Athens in
the Autumn of 1907 (his first wife
Touie had died from tuberculosis in
1906). Doyle recounted that they had
observed a creature passing beneath
the boat "which has never, so far as I
know, been described by Science." He
surmised that it could have been an
extinct ichthyosaur, although his
description of an animal with "thin
neck and tail, and four marked side-
flippers" resembles a plesiosaur (both
types of extinct reptile make appear-
ances in the novel). Another incident in
1909 further fired the imagination, a
chance discovery of several Iguanodon
footprints that he came across while exploring a quarry close to his
Windlesham home at Sussex. Appropriately, a group of Iguanodons were
the first unknown animals to be encountered by the explorers on the plateau,
and stylised images of the footprints were used to adorn the front cover of
an early edition of the novel. Similar footprints had already been discovered
elsewhere in England so the find was not considered to be of scientific
importance. Doyle had keen interests in archaeology and geology, and was
in the habit of collecting related artefacts to be displayed at his home,
including plaster casts of his Iguanodon footprints.

When it came to creating the human cast for the story, Doyle drew their
personalities from real people – friends, associates, former teachers and lec-
turers, and leading scientists and celebrated explorers of the day were all
thrown into the mix. Doyle was familiar with the exploits of pioneering nat-

uralists collecting in the wilds of South
America, particularly Alfred Russell
Wallace (1823-1913), and Henry
Walter Bates (1825-1892). He knew Sir
Roger Casement (1864-1916) and the
journalist Edmund Morel (1873-1924)
who had both played major roles in
ending the slavery associated with the
rubber harvesting industry in the
Congo and Peru. Doyle corresponded
with Colonel Percy Fawcett (1867-?),
the British surveyor/explorer who dis-
appeared in Brazil in 1925 while

searching for a lost city in the vast Matto Grosso, and he had attended pub-
lic lectures by Sir Everard im Thurn (1852-1932) who, along with Assistant
Crown Surveyor Harry Perkins, had been the first European to reach the
summit of the 'lost world' of Mt Roraima that defines the shared border of
Venezuela, Guyana and Brazil. Doyle was also a friend of Sir Edwin Ray
Lankester (1847-1929), the director of the British Museum who had
described several sensational new zoological discoveries, including the
Central African okapi.

Although Professor Challenger is almost always portrayed as the central
character of The Lost World, it was in fact the narrator Edward Malone who
filled that role. Aged 23 in the novel, Malone was a mixture of a youthful
and idealistic Doyle with attributes of Edmund Morel thrown in. Doyle had
campaigned and lectured with Morel and Casement in the fight against the
excesses of Belgian rule in the Congo Free State during the reign of
Leopold II, which had for some time been effectively hidden from the out-
side world. Morel, who was a journalist for a company that dealt with the
Belgian administration in Africa, had begun campaigning after missionaries
returned to America and Europe with harrowing reports of atrocities com-
mitted on Congolese natives (including the cutting off of hands and other
mutilations), and of entire villages having starved to death once their men-
folk had been pressed into forced labour collecting ivory or harvesting rub-
ber. Belgian rule was so harsh that the Congo population plummeted from
an estimated 20 million in 1885 to 14 million in 1908 (Leopold died in
1909) at a time when it should have been naturally increasing. Casement

and Morel also tried to enlist the help of
Polish novelist Joseph Conrad (Jozef
Korzeniowski) for their campaign, a
result of which was Conrad’s novel
Heart of Darkness (1902), a thinly-
veiled expose of the Congo administra-
tion that is considered one of the finest
examples of English short-fiction. 

For his part, Challenger possessed
traits of teachers recalled by Doyle from
his university days (particularly the
anatomy lecturer Professor Rutherford),
while Roger Casement and Percy
Fawcett provided part of the inspirations
for Lord John Roxton. Doyle had dis-
cussed his intended novel with both
Casement and Fawcett at various times;

he attended Fawcett's London lectures on his South American explorations
and made use of details from Casement's correspondence during his
Putumayo investigations into the maltreatment of Indians by the Peruvian
Amazon Company which had strong British links (and had come to the
attention of the outside world in 1909). It later emerged that under the rule
of one Julio Cesar Arana, the company had been responsible for the deaths
of ¾ of the local population of mainly Huitoto Indians. Stories of native
maltreatment emanating from the remote region were at least as horrific, if
not worse, than had been the case in the Belgian Congo, albeit on a smaller
scale. Arana himself escaped justice because the US State Department
(whose help was required to secure an arrest) had been unwilling to offend
the Peruvian government, and he died in Lima in 1952, aged 88. In The Lost
World, Roxton’s role mirrored that of Casement and he was described as
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one who had carried out a personal war
against Peruvian slave traders in the
Putumayo (spelt Putomayo in ch. VI),
which was an essential part of the plot to
get the expedition marooned on the
plateau.

Doyle utilised the South American trav-
elogues of Wallace and Bates (A Narrative
of Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro
and The Naturalist on the River Amazons,
respectively) to fill in various details for
the landscapes and rivers traversed by the
Challenger expedition as it made its way
to the mysterious plateau. For descriptions
of the extinct animals encountered, he
turned to Lankester's book Prehistoric
Animals (1905). Lankester was happy to
act as technical advisor for any matter
palaeontological, and suggested the inclu-
sion of several newly-discovered fossil
animals in the storyline, some of which
Conan Doyle followed through. 

Shortly after publication of The Lost
World, newspapers were reporting that a
University of Pennsylvania expedition had
set off to Brazil seeking evidence of
Doyle’s plateau, seemingly adding an aura
of authenticity to the whole story. In this
instance, however, it was simply a case of
editors sensationalising a scientific
anthropological expedition. Nevertheless,
it is not surprising that Doyle's story might
have appeared to be within the realms of
possibility in its day, because the years leading up to it saw a succession of
sensational new zoological discoveries. These included the mountain gorilla
(the second largest known primate), the okapi, the northern subspecies of
the white rhino (the second largest land animal), the Ituri Forest giant boar,
and the pygmy hippopotamus, amongst others. Zoological finds beyond
Africa included the largest land reptile, the Komodo Dragon (which was
only 'discovered' by western zoologists in 1912) and the Eastern Siberian
brown bear, one of the world's largest bears. 

A major archaeological find that preceded the novel’s publication was the
uncovering of the 'lost' Inca city of Machu Picchu by the American explorer
Hiram Bingham in 1911. Archaeologists and the public alike were astound-
ed that such an impressive complex of stone fortifications and terraced gar-
dens could have remained undiscovered just 2000 ft above one of the most
travelled roads in Peru.
Accustomed as they were to
such sensational finds, read-
ers in 1912 may well have
perceived Doyle's novel to be
far less of a dream-wish than
it appears to us today. 

Another famous discovery,
announced just two months
after release of The Lost
World, was the strange case
of Piltdown Man. Remnants
of this curious 'fossil,' which
seemingly represented the
supposed missing link
between ape and Man, had
been found in 1908 not far
from Doyle's home. The find
ranks as the most infamous
scientific fake of modern
times, and Doyle has been

suggested as one possible suspect, as was
its discoverer Charles Dawson (who is
known to have fabricated other museum
finds). The Lost World appears to contain
details that would have to be unusually
coincidental if they did not relate to the
fraud. Whoever was the true culprit/s
behind Piltdown, one thing is certain -
Doyle could not have conjured up a wor-
thier mystery to test the great Sherlock
Holmes himself. 

Doyle wrote The Lost World at his
Windlesham home in Sussex during 1911.
The text was completed in December, and
the photos and illustrations followed in
early 1912. Publication in The Strand
Magazine (which had introduced many
Sherlock Holmes stories to the public),
was in a series of instalments running
from April to November 1912 (vols. XLIII
no. 156 to XLIV, no. 263) with paintings
by New Zealand-born artist Harry
Rountree (Doyle’s long-time artistic col-
laborator Sidney Paget, having died in
1908). Coincidentally, Rountree was born
and raised in my own home town of
Auckland. Circulation of The Strand in
England is said to have reached 250,000.
On the other side of the Atlantic, serialisa-
tion of the novel began in The
Philadelphia Press Sunday Magazine
(Mar – July 1912) with illustrations by
Joseph Clement Coll. Although an accom-

plished artist of human figures (albeit for the fact that the natives and their
canoes in the story were depicted as North Amerindians), the basic princi-
ples of palaeontology were either unknown to Coll, or he chose to ignore
them. Details of some of his scenes also directly contradict the text, indicat-
ing that he probably hadn’t read the novel in any depth beforehand.  

In October 1912 the first novel version was released by Hodder &
Stoughton (London) and simultaneously by publishers in New York and
Toronto. A more elaborate and collectable edition was published later that
year, with illustrations by photographer William Ransford and watercolours
by Doyle’s brother-in-law Patrick Forbes. Early editions featured faked pho-
tographs (some of which Doyle created) and maps purporting to represent
Maple White Land (which was actually a thinly-disguised map of Sussex),
named by Challenger for the American who met his death after making his

great discovery. 
The main inspirations for

Maple White Land most
likely came from Mt
Roraima and the Ricardo
Franco Hills (part of the
Serrania Huanchaca table-
land) where Fawcett almost
met an untimely fate during
an expedition to the River
Verde on the Bolivian-
Brazilian border in 1908.
Maple White Land indeed
has elements of both places
(eg. the Towashing Pinnacle
at the southern end of
Roraima mirrors the pinna-
cle of ascent used by the
expedition to reach the sum-
mit of the plateau, and the
bamboo forests leading to it

Fig 5.  Harry Rountree (The Strand Magazine, 1912)

Fig 6.  The Swamp of the
Pterodactyls (The Lost World
Centenary Edition, 2012)
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replicate those surrounding the base of the Ricardo Franco Hills). Although
there had been much speculation in the British Press as to what prehistoric
animal life may have survived on Roraima, the mountain had already been
ascended in 1884 by the im Thurn-Perkins expedition, and the summit was
known to be sparsely vegetated,
rocky, inhospitable, and highly
eroded - hardly a suitable habitat
for large animals, dinosaurs or
otherwise. The terrain of Maple
White Land differed markedly
from that of Roraima and the
Ricardo Franco Hills in that it
was more akin to a gigantic
caldera with a huge lake at the
lowest point in the centre. One of
my test readers, Michael Fonfe,
recently suggested that Doyle
might have been aware of the
Pilanesberg caldera in South
Africa. This area features a large
lake (Mankwe) resulting from a dam built by Boer farmers in the 1860s, and
was locally associated with late 19th Century Zulu history when tribes flee-
ing the wrath of the Zulu king Shaka used it for sanctuary. Doyle served
time in South Africa as a medical supervisor at Bloemfontein after the out-
break of the 1899 Boer War, and returned to the country during his 1920s
lecture tours on spiritualism, so may well have known of Pilanesberg.
Another now famous African caldera (less well known in Doyle’s time) that
resembles an inverted version of Maple White Land is the Ngorongoro
crater in Tanzania (first known to Europeans – but Germans rather than
British - as late as 1892). The crater features a large lake (Magadi) and sur-
rounding swampy areas similar to that described by Doyle. 

There were no direct clues given in the novel to specify the location of
Doyle’s plateau, with Malone claiming to have been instructed by
Challenger to agree to withhold its location. However, the book does contain
a number of clues to Maple White Land (altitude, dimensions, distances
from waterways etc), and a compass bearing is obtainable from the text due
to an incident that occurs towards the end of the expedition. Whether the
compass bearing was intentional or not is another matter (I’m almost certain
that it wasn’t). Despite his brilliance as a story-teller, Doyle was less con-
cerned with the finer ‘peripheral’ details of his stories, a fact openly admit-
ted in his 1924 autobiography. 

A cursory or inattentive reading of The Lost World can appear to foster the
misconception that primitive man and dinosaurs
were contemporaneous. Even in scholarly
reviews (where the term 'dinosaur' is often used
to encompass all large prehistoric reptiles
including plesiosaurs and pterosaurs), it has
been suggested that Doyle used artistic licence
by having animals from different geological
periods co-exist with each other as well as with
humans. However, Challenger makes it quite
clear in the text on two occasions how this situ-
ation came about. The plateau had a restricted
route of access (a cavern) from the plains below
(as used by Maple White and his companion
James Colver), and as animals from different
geological eras made their way to the summit
via the cavern, they became cut off from the
world below. Thus the original fauna (as old as
Jurassic) continued to survive alongside recent
immigrants. Challenger envisaged the Indians
and the ape-men as recent migrants, and also
mentioned other recent or extant mammals living on the plateau (the giant
elk Megaceros, anteaters, tapirs etc). In fact a similar explanation for the
survival of prehistoric animals into modern times had already been given by
Doyle in an earlier story The Terror of Blue-John Gap (1910) which was in
some ways a predecessor to The Lost World, a fact often overlooked by lit-

erary reviewers. 
It has also been claimed that Doyle used well-known or 'canonical' British

dinosaurs to populate his plateau. Yet of the three types of dinosaur men-
tioned in the text, Iguanodon, Stegosaurus and an unidentified carnivore,

none was actually peculiar to England. Doyle was simply using
dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals known to science at that
time. And although South American dinosaurs had been discov-
ered as early as 1891 by the Argentinean Francisco Moreno, little
scientific work was done on them until the German Friedrich von
Heune began researching the late Cretaceous sauropods of
Patagonia in 1923. The other major animals encountered by the
explorers include freshwater plesiosaurs and ichthyosaurs, ptero-
dactyls, glyptodonts (not ankylosaurs as suggested in an annotat-
ed edition), Toxodon, and the giant bird Phorusrhacos (which
Doyle called Phororachus). Glyptodonts, Toxodon and
Phorusrhacos were well known South American forms. 

I first read The Lost World as an impressionable twelve-year-
old, at about the same time that I became aware of the evocative
artwork of the palaeo artist Zdenek Burian (1905-1981) which
proved to be as least as inspirational to me as Doyle’s writing.

Apart from rudimentary charts, the edition I owned lacked illustrations;
indeed, a paucity or even lack of illustrations is a feature of most editions.
Yet one couldn’t but help feeling that the story almost demanded them, espe-
cially as many scenes are rather difficult to dimensionally visualise from the
text alone. Years later, articles by Dana Batory and the late William (Bill)
Sarjeant alerted me to the fact that the background to The Lost World was
just as fascinating, if not more so, than the actual novel. The few reviewed
editions of which I was aware, however, had barely scratched the surface
beneath the genesis of the work and its place in contemporary social and lit-
erary history. In the 1990s, therefore, I decided to compile an illustrated
90th anniversary edition to be accompanied by explanatory chapters outlin-
ing the numerous (mostly non-literary) influences that inspired Doyle. This
would be a type of test run for a more ambitious project ten years hence to
mark the novel’s centenary. 

The 90th anniversary edition was published in 2002 in a limited print run
of 500 copies (which became 460 due to production issues). Almost imme-
diately after publication, I began planning the centenary project for which I
would enlist the assistance of several other key ‘lost world’ enthusiasts.
These included Dana Batory, a long-standing Conan Doyle authority, David
Spalding, an author and ex-museum curator, Cory Gross, a Canadian Lost
World enthusiast and web-site manager, and Norman Snelling, a retired
geologist very familiar with the Roraima Formation. The ex-editor of

Natural History
m a g a z i n e ,
Richard Milner,
would also pro-
vide an essay for
inclusion. In mid-
2102, following
ten years of work,
300 copies of the
centenary edition
were printed and
hand-bound in
landscape format
with bi-metal
embossed covers.
The format of the
centenary edition
differs from pre-
vious ones in that
it reproduces the

original novel with new illustrations followed by five analytical chapters
that include a short biography of Doyle and four co-authored chapters
exploring the background and influences of The Lost World. The novel text
follows the original Strand serialization with minor spelling mistakes cor-
rected (comparisons of selected print and

Fig 7.  The Stegosaurus (based on Zdenek Burian,
The Lost World Centenary Edition, 2012)

Fig 8.  The London pterodactyl (Zdenek Burian, The
Lost World Centenary Edition, 2012)

Concludes on Page 36
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Not everyone who loves beautiful prehistoric animal
models is a modeler. PT
readers have seen the beau-
tiful, ready-for-display
dinosaur models by
Sideshow Collectibles.
They are a must for any
serious collector but of
course they are large and
on the pricey side. I inter-
viewed Mexican sculptor
Galileo Hernandez Nunez
in the last issue of PT. This
talented sculptor and
painter has created a fan-
tastic new line of prehis-
toric animal figures ready
for display at a fraction of
the size and price of Sideshow’s. We were sent all three which
include his 1/5th scale Caudipteryx finished model, his 1/35 scale
Euoplocephalus finished model and his 1/48th scale Stegosaurus
finished model. I use the word “finished” each time here because,
that is exactly what they are. Each is one piece and fully painted
beautifully. Unlike the resin model kits I usually review here, these
are ready for display; and they are amazing looking. The sculpting is
super detailed and professional and the painting is very professional
too. Each has a sheen to its paint scheme that really makes it look
like some machine did the work. The dinosaur figures are approxi-
mately 7 inches long. They are ready to go into your diorama or just
sit on your display shelf. My only criticism is that the Caudipteryx
is up on one leg and will not stand on its on. A base must be made
or it needs to be placed into a diorama. These each sell in the $50
range. All three of Galileo’s finished models (and SO much more)
are available at DansDinosaurs.com

For Christmas, don’t forget about the four beautiful new 2014
Wild Safari brand prehistoric animal figures which include their
beautiful ammonite, plus Pachyrhinosaurus, Baryonyx and
Monolophosaurus. Just announced are four new prehistoric animal figures
upcoming in the line, the famous feathered Archaeopteryx, the newly dis-
covered horned Nasutoceratops, the feathered Chinese tyrannosaur
Yutyrannus and the armor backed nodosaur Sauropelta.

Battat is back! And Dan LoRusso is
back sculpting for them! Four new pre-
historic animal figures are already avail-
able. They are Cryolophosaurus,
Dacentrurus, Nanshiungosaurus and
Dan’s favorite dinosaur
Pachyrhinosaurus. Dan has been study-
ing dinosaurs and sculpting them for
decades. His research, experience, and
love of the subject matter certainly shows
in each piece. The beautiful figures come
professionally packaged individually in
boxes and sold exclusively in Target retail
stores. More figures are planned. The
next two are Gastonia and Gigantoraptor

(shown here)
plus the plan is
to also to possi-
bly produce
Pentaceratops,
Europasaurus,
Nasutoceratops,
Majungasaurus,
P l a t e o s a u r u s
and Yutyrannus.

If sales are good, set 3
will be produced and
so on, so get them
now. Also the entire
former Museum Of
Science Boston
Series by Battat is
being repainted by
Dan to be re-released
at a future date. See
an interview with
Dan LoRusso in this
issue.

GeoWorld sent us their beautiful new
Tyrannosaurus rex full skeleton model kit from
their Jurassic Hunter line. The realistic model is

nicely hand painted to look like fossilized bone and is
a full 30 inches long in 1:15 scale. The 21 piece model
needs to be assembled but requires no glue. A plastic
base is also provided to stand the tyrant king upon his
throne.

If you are looking for fantastic new prehistoric
animal figures to add to your collection or as a
gift to your favorite dinosaur lover from Santa,
keep CollectA in mind. We received their latest

figures and they are a “must.” They offer
a huge 1:40 scale Therizinosaurus,  all
feathered with its crazy long claws, plus
Bistahieversor, an amazing tyrannosaur
from New Mexico, Mosasaurus, every-

one’s favorite
marine reptile,
Saurophaganax, a dinosaur
from Oklahoma with a
wacky name that may even-
tually be determined to just
be Allosaurus and also
Gastonia, the armor-backed
dinosaur that battled
Utahraptor with scissor-acting spikes on his sides.
Collecta also offers a beautiful Arsinotherium prehis-
toric mammal and a very original figure - a juvenile
(feathered) T. rex.

What’s NewWhat’s New
in reviewin review

By Mike FredericksBy Mike Fredericks

Galileo’s Euoplocephalus

Galileo’s Stegosaurus

Wild Safari
Sauropelta

Wild Safari
Nasutoceratops Battat is back! Here are

their first four figures plus
two more below, coming
soon.

Galileo’s Caudipteryx

Wild Safari
Archaeopteryx

Wild Safari
Yutyrannus

Coming
next from

Battat,
Gigantoraptor 

Next from Battat - Gastonia

New from Geoworld
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Oviraptor has long been a
popular dinosaur and is very
interesting. You know the
story of the “egg robber” that
turned out to be the “good
mother,” instead - no offense
to Maisaura. Talented sculp-
tor David Silva’s work is also
very popular and interesting.
Who else makes resin
dinosaur action figure mod-

els? And that’s just what Dave sent us for review this time. His beautifully
designed Ovirator assembly kit is a joy to work with. Twenty six separate
parts that all fit together pretty well (Dave includes an instruction sheet with
good tips to help make the parts fit better, if needed. He also includes an
“exploded view” photo of the model to show you how to assemble it. Dave
is a great artist too so I think he should draw an instruction sheet instead of

using a small photo,
but of course, his
photo is more then
most garage kit
sculptors provide.)
It’s a lot of fun to

arrange the
Ovi in various
poses. A small
base is includ-
ed with a sep-

arate dinosaur egg. This is a great addition
to your collection at a nice price. The poseable Oviraptor model kit is 1/12th
scale, measures about 7.5" long when assembled and consists of 26 parts
including base and egg accessory plus one 2.5" tall acrylic rod for display
poses. Like the 1/12th scale poseable Velociraptor, the poseable Oviraptor
is sculpted with a stylized look and can be posed in a variety of ways for dis-
play, however it is not intended to be used as a toy. This kit is available in
standard gray, translucent blue (pictured), translucent red, and glow-in-the-
dark. Check out creative-beast.com for more details and follow Creative
Beast Studio on Facebook for the latest updates.  Upcoming projects include
the 1/24th scale Arctic Dragon w/ narwhal prey, and the 1/30th
Therizinosaurus. See Dave’s ad on page 48.

Jeff Johnson has been sculpting for many years creating realistic prehis-
toric animal model kits; many for Mike Evan’s Alchemy Works Company
and most of which we have reviewed here in PT. (Much like with David

Silva and other dinosaur sculptors,
I always enjoy getting together with
Jeff at the Wonderfest Convention
in Louisville, Ky and talking
dinosaurs.) 

Similar to rhinos today but much
larger, Titanotheres or brontotheres
would have been majestic animals
to behold. They originated in Asia
and North America during the early

Eocene Epoch (some 50
million years ago) and
became extinct during
the middle of the

Oligocene Epoch (some 28
million years ago). Their skulls
were massive and frequently
adorned with large bony protu-
berances covered in skin that
may have been used in combat

or as defensive weapons against predators. The bodies were bulky with
strong, pillarlike limbs. Fossils of titanotheres are abundant and they were
probably numerous; it is possible that they moved about in herds. 

Jeff’s model arrives in one large, main piece measuring around a foot and
a half long with separate legs and ears. It has pretty good detail and is pretty
well cast. The Titanothere was originally created by Jeff as a commission for
the Dallas Museum of Natural History, to put on display with some fossil
material of a Titanotherium. After being on display for 14 years, the muse-
um moved to a new location and became the Perot Museum. They asked Jeff
if he wanted his sculpture back. He was quite happy to get it, as he had
always wanted to mold it. The display model was created in super-sculpey,

and somehow managed to remain intact after all those
years. It comes in 7 parts. It is not sculpted to scale, but
is about 1/12. Price is 120.00, plus 10.00 shipping in the
continental USA. Inquire for shipping anywhere else in
the world. Jeff accepts paypal (jeff.h.johnson@tx.rr.com)
and check/money order (Jeff Johnson 407 Fieldwood
Drive, Richardson, Texas 75081). Also check out: sculpt-
ingwarrior.com  

On top of
reissuing a
half dozen of
t h e i r
D i n o s a u r i a
line figures
with new
paint jobs,
S i d e s h o w
Collectibles
is producing
brand new
D i n o s a u r i a
figures like
this amazing
T. rex Tyrant
King with
grisly duck-
bill prey and
this beautiful
Triceratops,
both sculpted
by Jorge
Blanco and
painted by
Steve Riojas.

A sneak peek
at Pegasus’s next
dinosaur model.

Papo’s awesome new
Dilophosaurus is available
at DeJankins.com

David Silva’s poseable Oviraptor

Titanothere by
Jeff Johnson
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e-versions of the novel examined for
my previous edition had revealed devi-

ations from the Strand version in all cases). The presentation follows that of
an expedition narrative complete with maps, charts, photos and scene recre-
ations, with captions written in the first person, the narrator Ed Malone. 

Dana’s contribution to the centenary edition was of special significance as
it had formed the core of an earlier and much larger annotated analysis of
Doyle’s novel meticulously compiled over many years. Unfortunately, that
volume was destined never to come to fruition, as the original manuscript
plus numerous notes, photos and camera ready art were destroyed when
Dana’s editor (the late Jack Tracy of Gaslight Productions) was killed in a
tragic car crash and fire in 1996.

In fact Doyle’s novels have often been associated with bad luck, leading
to the so-called ‘Curse of Conan Doyle’ said to have afflicted people closely
associated with the author’s work. This probably originated with the strange
death of Doyle’s friend and part-time collaborator on the Hound of the
Baskervilles, Bertram Fletcher Robinson. A recent case much closer to
home was that of the late world-renowned Sherlockian authority Richard
Lancelyn-Green. In 2003, Richard acquired a copy of my 90th anniversary
Lost World edition and wrote to me expressing praise for the final product.
I only had brief correspondence with him at the time and it was with disbe-
lief that I heard of his untimely death the following year. His demise made

headlines around the world with journalists quick to revive talk of the curse.
The last email he sent me was Sep 11th 2003, shortly after he and Richard
Milner were interviewed by British TV on the 50th anniversary of the expo-
sure of the Piltdown fraud. I decided to dedicate the centenary edition to
Richard, and to the late William Sarjeant, who had been of assistance during
my research for the 90th anniversary edition. 

One may well question why anyone would compile a centenary edition of
The Lost World. Firstly, the story was originally intended to be presented as
an expedition report but in this Doyle was over-ruled by his editor. Secondly,
the plot was very well researched (even if some of the finer details are con-
tradictory), and this sets it apart from other titles in the genre. Enough con-
temporary science and anecdotal details are weaved into the script to imply
authenticity throughout the plot. Due to the fact that the characters were all
based on real persons, the reader never feels the need to question their valid-
ity. As one would expect from a crime writer, the manner in which encoun-
ters with prehistoric beasts is narrated is suitably suspenseful. At no point
did Doyle fall into the trap that many film-makers have, that of portraying
extensive and often gratuitously violent action sequences in the full light of
day. Doyle’s beasts, in contrast, were often encountered in poor light or
dense forest cover, sometimes being only heard rather than clearly sighted,
thus ensuring that the reader is effectively held into the storyline with noth-
ing given away needlessly in the text. As to the geological details behind the

story, the plateaus that inspired Doyle
occupy parts of Venezuela, Guyana and
Brazil and do indeed host unique species
(although generally they tend to be small
amphibians, insects or flowers). Even
though Roraima has a heavily-eroded
and inhospitable surface, other plateaus
have more habitable terrain and animals
as large as caimans, tapirs and pumas
have been found on their summits. It
would not be too far a stretch of the
imagination to envisage an entire block
of countryside raised above the sur-
rounding land complete with heavy for-
est cover and a sizeable lake in its centre.
If there was a limited route of access to
the summit, fauna and flora could well
become partly cut off from general evo-
lutionary forces. 

Another reason for producing the book
was due to the fact that Zdenek Burian
had painted as many as five scenes from
The Lost World, but to my knowledge
these were never published with the
novel itself (although two did see the
light of day in the book Prehistoric
Reptiles and Birds authored by Josef
Augusta and published in 1961). This
project was therefore an opportunity to
include these images, along with several
other appropriate Burian works, within
the storyline where they belonged.
Finally, the centenary edition represent-
ed an ideal opportunity for Dana, Cory,
David and Norman to add their respec-
tive commentaries on the original novel.
It was especially pleasing to know that at
least a portion of the many years of
labour that went into Dana’s ill-fated
annotated edition would now see the
light of day in celebrating the centenary
of one of the most enduring adventure
tales ever written. 
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Looking like a camel had bred with an elephant, the weird-looking herd
of Macrauchenia (‘long neck’) moves about the pampas. Thousands of ani-
mals grunt and trumpet their way through a meal of low-lying grass, but a
single animal has left the safety of its
family group and moves along the edge of
the plain, with its long trunk grabbing the
succulent leaves of shrubs and manipulat-
ing them into position so that they can be
fed into its mouth.

In the depth of the forest, hidden well
from view, two unblinking eyes watch one
of these herbivores as it moves closer and
closer. The bull Macrauchenia’s long
neck lifts its strange head high into a tree,
exposing the tan color underside of the
neck to the unseen predator.

Before the animal can react, the hunt-
ing Thylacosmilus (‘pouch knife’) bursts
out of its hiding spot and with several
powerful bounds quickly builds up speed.
Within seconds the charging predator
closes the distance between itself and its
prey, and as the Macrauchenia catches
the unusual noise and starts to react, the
Thylacosmilus pounces.

Making sure to keep its fragile teeth
out of the way, the Thylacosmilus reaches
out, and its two semiopposable thumbs

twist in a way that they both hit the herbivore’s flanks
with force, driving the enormous claws on their ends
deep into the neck of its victim.

The pain makes the Macrauchenia trumpet in fear, yet
this warning to any herd member nearby is cut short
when the predator uses its strong forearms and enormous
weight to yank the herbivore off its feet.  

With its front legs buckling under the bulk of the
predator, the Macrauchenia hits the dry earth and kicks
up a cloud of dust. In shock, it only weakly struggles to
stand, allowing the Thylacosmilus to readjust its grip and
to begin twisting the herbivore’s head about so that its
long, thick neck is exposed. Once the throat is vulnerable
the predator opens its mouth wide and bites.

The large canine teeth cut straight through the strug-
gling herbivore’s soft throat, instantly cutting the wind-
pipe and several major arteries needed to feed the brain

with fresh blood. Death comes quickly though the wily predator knows from
experience what an unsecured victim is capable of to the unwary.

Holding onto the herbivore’s head, the Thylacosmilus keeps biting deep
into its victim’s throat while holding on tight along the back of the dying
animal, safe from any last twitch or kick. Only when there’s no longer any
movement does the predator gingerly open its jaws, withdrawing its long

teeth with a wide gape so they don’t get
damaged. 

After a quick scan of the horizon to
make sure no other predator has taken an
interest in the fight, the predator, taking
huge ragged breaths, drops to the ground
in a lazy slump and starts licking at the
ragged wound in the Macrauchenia’s
throat. The hunter’s wide, raspy tongue
helps sate its burning thirst with the fresh
blood pouring from the gash.

Breath back, the predator opens its
mouth, turns its head sideways and, using
its large shearing molars, begins scissoring
away large chunks of flesh, which it swal-
lows. 

Although the future is dark, for today
this Thylacosmilus is the king of all it sur-
veys.      

“It is impossible to reflect on the
changed state of the American continent
without astonishment, on the changed state
of this continent. Formerly it must have
swarmed with great monsters….”  C.

Darwin

Ever since people first arrived in South America, they have found the
remains of large, extinct animals. The Spaniards when they first entered the
continent came across the bones of giants, many of which they packed up
and shipped home to Spain. These were actually mammoth bones or possi-
bly the remains of giant sloths, which they believed had come from the
giants of the Bible.

Charles Darwin made the first modern collection of fossils from South
America, and as bizarre or as dangerous as he believed the animals he’d col-
lected must have been, there was one that was a true monster. Physically
speaking, other than maybe felids, Thylacosmilus was the most carnivorous
of all mammals, with specializations for killing exceeding those even found
on the famed saber-toothed cats.

“The Marshall Field Paleontological Expeditions collected from the
Araucanian formation of Argentina in 1926 certain specimens of marsupial
carnivores which may be classified with the Borhyaenidae, but which have
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many characteristics to distinguish them from
the known members of that family. The speci-
mens belong to three individuals and include
two well-preserved skulls, one entire mandible
and various leg and foot bones. These parts are
sufficient to show the more important character-
istics of the skeleton.”   Elmer S. Riggs 

It’s often reported that Thylacosmilus was a

s a b e r -
t o o t h e d
m a r s u p i a l
f r o m
Argentina,
but recent
studies have
found that,
t h o u g h
c l o s e l y
r e l a t e d ,
t h e s e
s p a r a s -
s o d o n t s
( G r e e k
‘ t e a r i n g -
tooth’) were
c l o s e l y

related but not true marsupials. The metatherians are mam-
mals more closely related to marsupials than they are to pla-
cental mammals, which they split from somewhere in the
mid-Jurassic. The main difference between the two (other
than the marsupial pouch) is that metatherians have 4 pairs of
molars, whereas placentals have only 3. The difference
between the metatherians is a little harder to pinpoint because
they are mostly identical; it just seems they had separated
early enough that they must have been slightly different.

We’re just not sure what those differences would be.

At around 5 feet and just over 200 pounds, Thylacosmilus was pretty
small for an alpha predator, being about the same size as the modern jaguar.
South America was also home to the Phorusrhacids—enormous predatory
birds that would have towered over any mammalian predator—along with
enormous snakes and gigantic caimans; so it’s safe to say Thylacosmilus was
a long way from top dog on the continent. 

Thylacosmilus was described in 1933 when Elmer S. Riggs brought back
fossils his team had unearthed in South America. The animal had actually
been found in 1891 when the Argentinean paleontologist and naturalist
Florentino Ameghino described some teeth and jaw fragments from a large
marsupial predator he named Achlysictis (Greek akhlys ‘mist, gloom’ + iktis

‘marten’). Later other fossils
were described as belonging to
Hyaenodontops and Notosmilus
(‘south knife’), but today all are
considered to be Thylacosmilus.

This is not to say there were
no other thylacosmilids.
Anachlysictis (‘upward-gloom-
marten’) was uncovered in the
north of the continent, a first for
the group, and lived about 13
mya. Estimations indicate they
grew around 3 to 4 feet in length
and weighed less than 9 pounds,
making them about the same
size as a small terrier.

These predators had a more
generalized body plan than that
of their later relatives, giving us

an idea of the sort of animal they evolved from. An even earlier metatherian,
Hondadelphys (town of Honda in Tolima + delphys ‘opossum’), contained
features of both the sparassodonts and the modern opossum, indicating a
possible close link between the group and marsupials, yet it still contained
enough basal (primitive) features to indicate the sparassodonts were a sister
taxon to the true marsupials. 

Patagosmilus was first described in 2010 and lived about 15 mya, mak-
ing it older than the more primitive Anachlysictis. This age difference would
indicate that both thylacosmilids are not directly related but instead had
evolved from a common ancestor. Of the few remains known it’s the hand
that contains the greatest difference because it indicates that Patagosmilus
could climb and grip its prey, a feature not seen in Thylacosmilus. Indeed
it’s this lack of mobility in the hand, along with a few other things, that has
some paleontologists scratching their heads trying to figure out how
Thylacosmilus hunted and dispatched its prey. In some reconstructions the
skull of this predator had no incisors on the top jaw, a lack meaning they
would have had trouble gripping prey in a fight and tearing away flesh from
bone. It’s even been suggested that they had a specially evolved mouth guard

that could grip prey,
though more likely the
incisors just haven’t been
found yet. This sugges-
tion is more likely
because the lower
incisors contain wear
facets that could occur
only if they had rubbed
against other teeth.

Convergent evolution
is a powerful anatomical
force that rarely gets a
mention. Why do
ichthyosauruses look so
much like dolphins or the
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thylacines look so similar to a wolf? Time and again purpose
seems to produce form, yet it would be a mistake to look at
Thylacosmilus and compare it to a physically similar saber-
toothed cat because they were very different beasts. Most recon-
structions resemble a feline, but this seems to be a mistake since
everything, from the size and shape of the skull to the way they
carried themselves, was different between the two groups. 

Their most obvious feature is the large teeth, which looked
like a Smilodon’s but the similarity stops there. For example,
these teeth did not grow out of a socket along the jaw as most
do; instead they were rooted above the eye socket and grew forward,
anchoring the tooth deep and making them extremely robust. These
teeth were thinner and also continually grew throughout the animal’s
life, unlike the teeth of a Smilodon, whose more robust tooth if
snapped, remained snapped.

A l o n g
Thylacosmilus’s
lower jaw were two
very odd struc-
tures, called genial
flanges. The saber
teeth would have
run against this
structure when the
jaw was closed,
helping protect the
thin, fragile teeth
and would have
continually helped
sharpen them
every time the
mouth opened and
closed. Although
Smilodon had no
such flanges and
its teeth would grow blunt

with time, another saber-toothed species,
Barbourofelis, did have a similar structure.   

Stephen Wroe is a specialist in predator
bites, and it was his work that revealed that
Smilodon had a rather weak bite when com-
pared to other carnivores. Wroe’s research
also revealed Thylacosmilus had a similarly
weak bite, and this lack of jaw power makes
having a saber tooth all the more important
because the sharper the tooth the less ener-
gy needed to cut through thick mammalian
skin. Instead of a bite these predators relied

on the size and shape of their teeth, along
with the power generated by their enor-
mous necks to produce the killing blow. 

This killing style seems to be supported
by the physical make-up of these predators.
Stout limb bones, some with a definite
curve, along with semiplantigrade hind
feet indicate these animals were powerfully
built but incapable of long sprints. Instead
they were ambush predators, hiding until
their prey moved close so that they could

pounce and grapple
them into position with
their enormous front
arms. This action could
have been difficult with
the absence of the
retractable claws a cat
uses to catch and hold
its victims, but
Thylacosmilus instead
used a wicked claw on
its semiopposable
thumbs to grab and
wrestle its prey into
position. Once the
underside of the neck
was exposed a victim

could then be dispatched
with a bite from those nasty,
wicked teeth. 

So why did such a highly
specialized predator go
extinct? For many years it
was suggested that the for-
mation of the Isthmus of
Panama, connecting the two
American continents for the
first time, allowed a swap of
previously isolated species
between North and South
America. It was thought
more modern predators such
as wolves, bears, and the
imposing Smilodon entered
the southern continent and
began outcompeting local
predators like
Thylacosmilus. Although
possibly true, because all
Thylacosmilus fossils are far
older than the “Great
American Interchange,” it’s

more likely these marsupial predators were already truly extinct by the time
placental predators appeared.
More likely they were victims of
climate change and a loss of
prey species. As the South
American environment was
affected by the Ice Age gripping
the Northern Hemisphere, the
enormous herbivores
Thylacosmilus hunted became
scarce, and these ambush preda-
tors were incapable of catching
anything smaller and fleeter of
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foot. Another possibility is that, as large as they were,
these predators sim-
ply could not match
the other large
predators prowling
their world and were
indeed outcompeted
before the GAI even
occurred. 

This article began
with a few quota-
tions, including one
from the man who
really brought these

animals to the
attention of
the scientific
world, so I
feel it’s only
fair we give
Elmer S.
Riggs the
final word:

“This animal, therefore, apparently
belongs to an aberrant phylum of the South American family which early
branched off from the more conservative stem. Its size and strength at once
place it at the head of the known Pliocene marsupials as the dominating
member of its time. Not only is Thylacosmilus the most highly specialized
of the known family, but the peculiar modifications centering about the
development and the use of the great canine tooth mark it as one of the most
unique [unusual] flesh-eating mammals of all times.”
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By Allen A. Debus

So much of paleontology is visual. But what about non-visual language
…. the words, that is, paleo-words addressing the traditional life through
time theme? We’re so used to that paleontological story now, told in so many
ways, that it’s become cliché’. But how about then? Can we point to any par-
ticular publication where it all began, where things really got rolling – that
is, for our present purposes,
divulging how developing percep-
tions of “life through time” became
so intriguing to non-specialists and
thus highly popularized once & for
all? Assuredly there are several his-
torical factors, scientists, authors
and popularizers in the mix.
However, one possible key answer
may surprise you.  

French scholar Georges-Louis
Leclerc Buffon speculated about the
globe’s prehistory in 1778 essays
titled “The Epochs of Nature,” a
“synthesis of earth history from our
solar system’s beginning (e.g.
involving a collision between a
comet and the Sun), to the present
including the origin and develop-
ment of life and a numerical esti-
mate of the duration of geologic
time that was outrageously long for its day.” (Albritton, p.80) However,
“cosmic romances” such as these were scoffed at by more serious-minded
souls. Where’s the scientific evidence for such stories, critics decried?

Geology’s popularity steadily heightened during the early 19th century,
attaining status as the most popular science by the 1830s, dawning what has
been referred to as the “golden age for the writing of earth history.”
(O’Connor, p.187)  Baron Georges Cuvier’s learned writings (& translations
thereof) certainly alerted eclectic readers to awful cataclysms & revolutions
recorded at various geological junctures, causing wholesale extinctions of
life. Two influential works of the 1830s written by experts - William
Buckland and Charles Lyell, (respectively, Geology and Mineralogy, and
Principles of Geology), were tailored for public consumption. However

these treatises didn’t map courses of geological history that would now be
considered ‘conventional’ that is, with considerations to introducing life’s
progress through geological time.

More so than any rival publication, however, Robert Chambers’ anony-
mously published book, Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (1st ed.,
Oct. 1844) indelibly fueled popular interest in fossils via the written geolog-
ical Era-to-Era, “evolutionary epic.” Like a great scientific paleo-novel,
Vestiges stormed the collective consciousness of the Victorian reading pub-

lic! (Secord, pp.202-203) Remember though that
then, in the hallowed realm of comprehending Earth
history, outright speculation was verboten.

Ralph O’Connor, author of The Earth On Show
(2007), refers to early examples of such writings as
“poetics of geology,” or “word-paintings of the past.”
(And if you find his ‘poetics’ term quaint, recall that
in a landmark 1962 paper, geologist Harry Hess
referred to his discussion of plate tectonics as “an
essay in geopoetry.”) While only a few experienced
geologists were adept at employing such “theatri-
cal,” metaphorical language in their more technically
inclined books and monographs, renown poets, con-
temporary “amateur” science popularizers and those
leaning toward the fictional realm offered startling

imaginary “voyages” into primeval history. Writers typically availed them-
selves of any of four stylistic literary categories, or perspectives, exemplify-
ing and embellishing the art of the written “evolutionary” life through time
epic, including (1.) the reader as “viewer” via a time portal (2.) the “autho-
rial narrator” prone to ‘waking dreams’ (3.) the scene imagined in one’s
mind’s eye, and (4.) “face-to-face” encounters with prehistoric animals pro-
jected within a restored scene. Any of these perspectives could be creatively
adapted from a simpler geological vignette into a full blown “story” or
“paleo-novel” reconstructing and popularizing geological history in an Era
to Era sequential flow. Idealized ‘fact’ vs. ‘fiction’: would readers object?

While fossils and the deep, mysterious past could seem
wildly enchanting, popularization required something
beyond the learned intellect of focused, visionary men who
investigated rock strata. Individuals who were skilled at
relating Earth’s prehistory, a succession of life through
time, and how its organic forms manifested through time –
or at least, a good story weaving it all together - could fill
the void for non-specialists yearning for such knowledge.
Right or wrong, firsthand “scientific” or perhaps only arm-
chair “pseudo-scientific” perspective would even do. Would
a writer sufficiently bold to reach for that broad, layman
audience, risking reputation and the wrath of critics in pro-
ducing another “cosmic romance,” dare step forward?   No
single writer scored more success in this arena, in setting
the fertile Victorian British public imagination agog and
ablaze with fossils and fantastical evolutionary tales in pop-
ular, life-through-time venue, than Robert Chambers (1802-
1883). Chambers’ stylistic “evolutionary epic” (Lightman,
p.219) composition became the talk of London town and
elsewhere, paving ground for over a century’s later preoccu-
pation with what became the ‘traditional’ paleontological,

life-through-time grand tour, rather science fictional in tone or at least spec-
ulative in nature, or that to which we’ve become so accustomed. In this
regard, Chambers broke the ice, so to speak.

Chambers, branded a “pseudo-scientist” (e.g. an old-time Victorian
‘Velikovsky’ if you will) by professional geologists, outlined the entire
course of geological and paleontological evolution in his fascinating book,
addressing everything of interest to natural historians, beginning with the
nebular hypothesis of planetary formation through each of the documented
geological Eras and Periods (including predominant organismal forms)
through the most recent Superficial deposits.   He flirted with evolutionary
theory, although it would not be proper to consider him a “modern” in that
regard. For instance, he has been notoriously branded as having fostered the
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curious notion that man evolved from a great
“frog” – a Labyrinthodon, its ‘human-like’ hand-
prints then known as Cheirotherium.  (Chambers,
1846, p.151; Barber, p.215)  Hmmm. Something to
give us pause (or should I have said “paws”).

According to Susan Shatto, “Dinosaurs captured
the nineteenth-century romantic imagination first
as vestiges of the Creation, and later as representa-
tives of a remote world whose one-time existence
as rulers of the earth might shed light on man’s own
origins and future.” (p.154)   Gideon Mantell –
revered for discovery and description of the
Iguanodon – for instance, was one whose vivid monographs and books (e.g.
Illustrations of the Geology of Sussex, The Wonders of Geology, The
Medals of Creation, 1827, 1838 & 1844, respectively) presented a sumptu-
ous serving of “the earth’s physical drama,” highlighting Britain’s dinosaurs
during Wealden times. (O’Connor, p.385)   Like Mantell (and contemporary
fossil fish aficionado Hugh Miller), in life through time chapters and pas-
sages edited into Vestiges’ sixth edition (1847), Chambers was also provid-
ing vivid commentary, wielding the science fictional tone and perspective
of an imagined “visitant,” who for
example observes the Oolitic
dinosaurians.

It might have facilitated matters if
early Vestiges editions had been
illustrated pictorially, but then
Darwin’s later “Origin” wasn’t illus-
trated either. Both the 10th and 11th editions of Vestiges (1853 & 1860,
respectively) were illustrated using woodcut engravings by William G. T.
Bagg (mainly fossils and embryos). But during that day & age, pictures and
visuals were less substantial in conjuring images in the mind’s eye, relative
to well chosen words. Victorian readers were more adept at pictorially imag-
ining the meaning and intent of written words, (whereas today’s readers tend
to rely more on pictorial cues). Thus, selection of “picturesque scene set-
tings,” virtual tourism framed within vignettes describing appearances and
habits of extinct creatures, adoption of a friendly, subdued, yet learned-
sounding narrative voice throughout emphasizing the inclusive plural pro-

noun “we” (as in ‘we’re all
on this amazing journey’
together), and the savvy
know-how of publisher John
Churchill (Secord, p.151),
all conspired to make read-
ings of Vestiges a grand,
“viral” ‘must-read’ water
cooler affair for its time.

As decades passed more
evolutionary epics were
published, increasingly
incorporating more prehis-
toric or “antediluvian” mon-
ster visual iconography.
Projected authorial confi-
dence and seriousness in
such writings also escalated.
Eventually, by the mid-
1800s, writing strategies
and presentation styles

honed by “amateur” popularizers of the thought-provoking, (sublime) evo-
lutionary epic and imaginative yet often controversial theories of the Earth,
merged with those of the more scientifically trained. Both professional and
amateur writers alike sought to disseminate knowledge about paleontology
among the reading laity, non-specialists of the educated middle and upper
classes, as well as children. Such books offered a “rational amusement”
catering to those seeking truths that “’far exceed the fictions of romance’,
providing the thrill of sensational fiction without the stigma of falsehood.”

(O’Connor, pp.131-132)

Use of literary techniques “anticipated the tech-
niques of later science-fiction writers… When sur-
veying these passages, from cautious restorations to
full-scale voyages back in time, it becomes impossi-
ble to draw a clear dividing line between popular sci-
ence and science fiction.” (O’Connor, p.197)
Authors of the Victorian period – besides Chambers
– were adopting & refining techniques and strategies
anticipating those employed over a century later, say,
for those familiar with Tim Haines’ BBC docu-
drama, Walking With Dinosaurs (1999). And yet for

the uninitiated Victorian reader, concepts to which we’ve become inured (or
take for granted), such as startling (if not “poetic”) ideas of repeated apoc-
alyptical mass extinctions, a panoramic succession of geological epochs and
periods each with its characteristic flora & fauna – rather than a single pre-
historic time populated by all “antediluvians” living together, and the dizzy-
ing “chronological vertigo” resulting from attempts to read of and perceive
an Earth aged many millions of years (as men like Lyell espoused) – a uni-
formitarian “abyss of time,” were simply mind boggling. It was all so con-

troversial, revolutionary - hard to swallow then, or at least truly sen-
sational (coming at a time when that term was more ‘loaded’ than in
the present day)!

One such contemporary, yet largely forgotten imaginative voyage
into prehistory (& thus highlighted here) was written by Henry
Morley (1822-1894), educator, apothecary, journalist and literary
scholar, writing for Charles Dickens’ Household Words magazine in

1851. This completely fleshed out, life through time adventure was written
even before Dickens’ Bleak House (with its famous introductory remark
about how “wonderful” it would be to greet a Megalosaurus lumbering up
Holburn Hill), and more than a decade prior to Jules Verne’s Journey to the
Center of the Earth. Morley’s “Our Phantom Ship on an Antediluvian
Cruise,” contains all the core elements of dino-time travel fantasy, indicat-
ing how readily factual information concerning prehistoria then known to
experts could be disseminated in popular, faux-scientific, yet edifying fash-
ion.   “So we … sail out …leaving man behind us; … a thousand years roll
back upon themselves with every syllable we utter, years, by millions and
millions, will … restore their dead before our ghostly voyage back into the
past …” Morley’s little known tale anticipates the gist of Karel Zeman’s
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film, Journey to the Beginning of Time, by a century. Hardly judged a grand
evolutionary “epic” due to its brevity, Morley still introduces life through
time, though in reverse order.

Perhaps inspired by Mr.
Wyld’s huge Globe, then on
exhibition at Leicester
Square, London, Morley
invites readers to undertake
an imaginative voyage, sail-
ing around the planet, yet
progressively further back
into Earth’s prehistory,
resulting in face to face, har-
rowing encounters with
extinct life forms. The first
port of call becomes the
Pleistocene of South
America where readers ‘wit-
ness” a living glyptodont
munching on foliage,
Mylodon and
‘Megalotherium’ (sic) over-
turning trees, and Dinornis

and Macrauchenia. From here, after musing on geological causes of past
glacial climates, Morley sweeps us along into what must have been intended
to be a mashup of Plio-Pleistocene with Tertiary Period, British fauna. Here,
readers are greeted by a grinning monkey, Mastodon, a cave bear, an Irish
Elk, hyena, Paleotherium & other staunch Cenozoic representatives. Sight
of a symbolic volcano divides Tertiary from older, “Secondary” (i.e.
Mesozoic) fauna.

Referring to Thomas Malthus, Morley explains how chalk cliffs were
deposited from a multitude of micro-skeletons raining down from the sur-
face of the Cretaceous sea. Next, dinosaurs are encountered – Megalosaurus
and Iguanodon, as well as other reptiles – a Pterodactyl (regarded as a
winged crocodile) eating a rat, and at sea there’s Ichthyosaurus. In this set-
ting there are also birds (yet Archaeopteryx was still 8 years in Morley’s real
future). Going farther back in time, after seeing an in-the-flesh
“Cheirotherium” (sic) making its famous prints, another smoldering vol-
cano marks the transition into the “remotest ages of the antediluvian world,”
– the Paleozoic Era. Readers ‘aboard’ Morley’s Phantom ship sails past a
Carboniferous forest, glides among Devonian “Old Red Sandstone” fishes,
next glimpsing an Age of Trilobites (Silurian). Finally, we settle into a time
of graptolites, whereupon the ship is docked on a primeval coral reef. Best
not tread farther, for the “bounds of life” and knowledge would be surpassed
(and Morley would be forced into serious speculation). Cautious readers
then briskly “row” upward into the present. Morley may therefore be con-
sidered one of the many unwitting “disciples” of “Mr. Vestiges”’ success, &
a harbinger of Jules Verne (i.e. Journey to the Center of the Earth, 1864 &
subsequent editions; see Debus, 2006 on Verne’s novel as a life-through-

time exploration).

Vestiges and Chamber’s 1846 sequel, Explanations, were indeed products
of their age. As you may surmise, much of Vestiges’ outright ‘sensation’ and
contentiousness stemmed from its ostensibly evolutionary stance. Yet
Vestiges was as anti-miraculous in tone as could be tolerated for the time.
Given the range of topics addressed in his books, you may suggest
Chambers’ writings rather presage the great ideas of Charles Darwin’s (&
Alfred Russell Wallace’s). In fact, Darwin was already on the prowl yet hes-
itant to move forward by publishing. Darwin may have penned the 35-page
abstract of his theory in 1844, “… probably prompted by the publication of

Vestiges.” (Barber, p.265)
Much of Darwin’s “intel-
lectual turmoil” during

the 1840s was due to the
outcry & clamor over
Vestiges, circumstances he
would have preferred to
avoid.

Vestiges’ anonymous
author (shush! It was
Chambers!) was madden-
ingly viewed as a mere
“compiler” of facts culled
from numerous and various

sources, a rank amateur, and his dastardly publishing deed was done at a
time when amateur writers and popularizers were ‘supposed’ to write obse-

quiously, showing due
respect to accepted expert
theoreticians and field practi-
tioners. (even though today
we know many of them got
things wrong too). But, many
wondered & slanderously
theorized, who was Vestiges’
author?

Chambers only allowed a
few individuals within his
“inner sanctum,” those who
know it was he who had writ-
ten all the editions of
Vestiges. One was his wife,
Anne. Another interesting
confidant was writer David

Page, a fellow geological
popularizer who wrote sev-
eral books including one
evolutionary epic, a real

‘Page-turner’ – The Past and Present Life of the Globe (1861), in which he
lambasted Vestiges and its author (p.209). Chambers went to his grave in

1883 without ever having revealed he had authored Vestiges
and Explanations. Page attempted to unmask him in 1854.
Despite this betrayal, few believed Page’s accusation.  END

Cited References: Chambers, Vestiges of the Natural
History of Creation, 5th ed., 1846; Chambers, Explanations: A
Sequel to ‘Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation’,
(1846); Ralph O’Connor, The Earth On Show, 2007; Susan
Shatto, Yearbook of English Studies, vol. 6, 1976, pp. 144-
155; Bernard Lightman, Victorian Popularizers of Science,
2007; Claude C. Albritton, Jr., The Abyss of Time, 1986; Lynn
C. Barber, The Heyday of Natural History, 1980; James A.
Secord, Victorian Sensation, 2000; Allen Debus “Reframing
the Science in Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the
Earth” no. 100, vol. 33, Nov. 2006, Science Fiction Studies,
pp.405-420.

Mesozoic marine reptiles restored for
David Page (1861)

Benjamin W. Hawkins’ dinosaurs. From
David Page (1861).
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Pleistocene edentates restored for David
Page’s book (1861)
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Free to subscribers but must be 
updated each issue

Prehistoric Planet Store. “The Museum Where You Can
Purchase Every Exhibit”. We have over 1000 dinosaur skulls,
skeletons, models, fossil, rock and mineral items at
PrehistoricStore.com. Like our Facebook Page and post on our
wall why you like dinosaurs.....We’ll enter you in our monthly
drawing for a free replica dinosaur claw. 
https://www.facebook.com/prehistoricplanetstore.com.

WANTED: Aurora Prehistoric Scenes model kit pink
instructions from Canada (litho in Canada): Neanderthal man
(729), Cave (732), Tar Pit (735), Cave Bear (738), Jungle
Swamp (740), Thre-Horned Dinosaur (741), Wooly Mammoth
(743). Please send infos to: gilbert.gaumond@polyone.com 
1000+ MODEL DINOSAURS shown in The Visual Guide to

Scale Model Dinosaurs, 2012, softcover, 300 pages. Contact:
eonepoch@aol .com  

FOR SALE: Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs Book (Currie,
Padian) in new condition, $120 Stratford, Ct 203-375-8560

LIFE SIZE DINOSAURS FOR SALE - Four different
Creatures.  All hand sculpted by a professional artist. Made
from 100% recycled materials.  Light weight and mounted on
wood bases with caster wheels for ease of movement.  Highly
detailed and accurate. Very lifelike with vivid color. 1. Adult
Aletopelta - $1500.00 2. Adult Deinonychus - $1500.00 3.
Adult Leptoceratops - $750.00 4. Juvenile Nanotyrannus -
$1500.00 Prefer to sell as group but will sell separately.
Reasonable offers considered. For information contact Wayne
at 785-250-2460 or email wano@wamego.net

Wanted: Back issue of Prehistoric Times Magazine #90.
Contact David McBride at davidsangels444@sbcglobal.net.

Wanted: Louis Marx 6” cavemen, Miller dinosaurs, MPC
World of Prehistoric Monsters playset, any MPC dinosaurs,
Marx Prehistoric Times #3988 playset, Marx Prehistoric
Mountain playset, Marx Prehistoric playset #3398 w/ waxy fig-
ures, Marx World of Dinosaurs Storage Box set, Marx #2650
Prehistoric playset (The holy grail) and Ajax dinosaurs. James
J. Berger, 3515 Howard St., Park City, Il 60085 1-847-625-1807

French collector (prehistoric animal figures, fossils and min-
erals), Phd in Geology, inhabitant of Grenoble, seeks U.S. and
other collectors outside the European Union to help me to com-
bine and reship my purchases on Ebay made in their countries.
In exchange, I offer the same services for your purchases made
in France and the European Union to reduce shipping costs,
VAT and customs duties. I can also help with your purchases in
France, for example, to complete your Starlux collection
(Prehistoric animals and other figures of this French brand) or
your minerals collection with good quality crystals from the
French Alps. Contact : Jean-Marie LEONARD --
Jean-Marie.LEONARD@egis.fr

FOR SALE: Matchbox “Creature Catchers”
diecast trucks w/ great looking sabertooth cat on
one card and mammoth on the other. MOC,
About 2” figures. Both for $25 + $7 shipping to
Sheldon Wright,13001 York Blvd, Garfield Hgts,
Oh, 44125-4013 -- (216) 475-2945 Check out
DeJankins.com for more photos

For Sale: Horizon 1/19 scale vinyl Jurassic
Park Brachiosaur kit.  Original box and parts still in poly bag.
$105 plus shipping.  Dave Colton – 2coltons@comcast.net

FOR SALE: adorable Postcards and Watercolor Paintings
of Dinosaurs and other Prehistoric Faunas
www.etsy.com/shop/Dinorawrs

Wanted: Copy of underwater variant rules for Saurian Safari
that was published in Wargames Illustrated. Randy Knol
rsknol@aol.com

Attention Museums and collectors – Five original lamps
designed by and made for Zdenek Burian's art studio for sale,
contact me, Jiri Hochman for photograph, details and prices.
Zdenek Burian post cards, posters, coffee cups and copyrights
of Burian images for sale. Also looking for a producer/sponsor
for: a Zdenek Burian exhibition in the USA/Canada etc ZB

Great Monograph for sale in the USA/Canada etc production of
copies of ZB original paintings for sale a completely new book
(the best of) Zdenek Burian – Action Illustration - website:
www.zdenekburian.com or contact  j.hochman@volny.cz 

For Sale: My book, Lens to the Natural World: Reflections
on Dinosaurs, Galaxies, and God by Ken Olson (Foreword by
Jack Horner, endorsed by Kevin Padian of the National Center
for Science Education). Celebrating the wonders of nature,
this is a work of “science & religion & philosophy & liter-
ature,” and navigates a middle way between the vocal
extremists on the issue of evolution. I have been a
Research Associate in Paleontology at The Museum of the
Rockies, Bozeman, MT for 24 years. List price is $26; add
just $2 to ship in the lower 48 states. Send check or USPS
money order to: Ken Olson, 1009 W. Blvd, Lewistown, MT
59457.

For Sale: Tamiya 1/35 Scale Brachiosaurus diorama sealed
new in original box. $75 plus $15 shipping. MO to Gregory
Flanagan 268 7th St Brooklyn, NY 11215

Wanted: Jurassic Park 3 Re-Ak Attack Dilophosaurus in
original green color. Must still be in package and in good con-
dition. Negotiable. Contact Adam at adamgalger@yahoo.com.

Wanted: I am interested in any playvisions animal figures but
especially the African Forest Buffalo, Chital (Axis Deer) and
Dhole. I am also looking for Jeols Bushpig, Safari Vanishing
Wild Gemsbok (adult and calf), and ELC Kob. I would be inter-
ested in almost any mammal figures, prehistoric and modern.
Please email me at durwaine1@gmail.com, you can call at 801
597 8875 or write to Keith Brown, 3032 S 5990 W, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 84128

For Sale : Complete set of Battat dinosaurs for sale, as a set.
I also have one of the few JP full size raptor promotional pieces.
This piece is unreal. I'm also downsizing a very large collection
of various pieces amassed over 20 years of collecting. I have
many unique and extremely hard to find dinosaurs and mam-
mals that are no longer in production. Most of these are sets, all
are in mint condition and never used other than for display. Call
and or e-mail for more information on what's available.
dwmadd@fuse.net 513-737-6695 

For Sale or trade: I offer all the large J H Miller prehistoric
animals/dinosaurs, caveman, cavewoman and cave. I have many
SRG, both large and small, including the caveman, a complete
set of Linde dinos, complete set of Battat (Boston Museum)
dinos, Castagna dinos, Alva Bronto, Marx, Chialu, Starlux and
more. Call Jim Van Dyke 616-669-3897 dino3045@alldial.net

WANTED: Max Salas 1/35 Entelodon and Andrewsarchus.
Contact Ron at ronlemery@aol.com.

WANTED: RAY HARRYHAUSEN & STOP-MOTION
RELATED 'ZINES Colossa #1 (1993) / Hollywood Horror
Classics #4 (1996) Cinemagram #1 (1964) /  Cinefantastique #2
(Mimeo - Apr 1967) Mystification #6 (1965) / Animals
Magazine (Aug 1969) - British Wonder #2 (Summer 1989) /
Box Office Vol. 90 #16 (Feb 6 1967) Spectre #18 (Mar/Apr
1968) / Photon #1, 7, 13 (1963, 1965, 1967) Vampire's Crypt #8
(Dec 1963)  /  Amazing Screen Horrors #6 (1966) Just Imagine
#4 (1977) - British / Cosmos Aventuras #9 (May 1964) Ray
Harryhausen Journal (1973) / Animation Journal #4 (May
1965) Stop-Motion Monsters of Filmland #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 -
Japanese (1990’s) King Kong: Unauthorized Jewish Fractals in
Philopatry (1996) Contact: Scott McRae (scobart@yahoo.com)

Wanted: PT issues 1-22 & later back issues no longer avail-
able through PT, Marx dinos in metallic green, Pom Poms
candy boxes w/ Aurora Prehistoric Scenes art on them, SRG

metal Dinychthys fish, Chialu dinos (Italian com-
position), NF Neoform dinos, La Brea (Wm Otto)
standing cave bear & horse plus T. rex,
Smithsonian metal prehistoric animals, Messmore
& Damon 1933 Chicago World’s Fair metal figs!
For Trade/Sale: vintage dinosaurs of most man-
ufacturers. I’ve got a ton of old dinosaur figures
for sale. I’m always buying pre-1970s dino col-
lectibles --Please contact Mike Fredericks 145

Bayline Cir, Folsom, Ca 95630-8077, (916) 985-7986 pre-
times@comcast.net

WANTED: Prehistoric Times issues 79, 81, 83, and 84. Also
looking for any books, magazines, and/or DVDs on whale evo-
lution/extinct whales/dolphins, ancient marine reptiles, ele-
phant evolution/extinct elephants, and shark evolution/extinct
sharks.  Will pay by money order only.  Also looking for any
information on fossils in Alabama, Mississippi, and the rest of
the southeastern US. Please call 205-269-7054. 

FOR SALE: Invicta Tyrannosaurus, Diplodocus,
Brachiosaurus, woolly mammoth, Glyptodon, Dimetrodon,
Blue Whale, painted Liopleurodon, and painted Plesiosaurus.
Bullyland 1993 Parasaurolophus. Dinotales Series 1 Triceratops
skeleton and Tyrannosaurus. Carnegie Collection

Beipiaosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Spinosaurus, and
Cryolophosaurus. Wild Safari Scutosaurus, Mosasaurus,
Kentrosaurus, Allosaurus, Rhamphorhynchus, Coelacanth, and
Field Museum Anatotitan. All new 2011 Safari LTD figures are
available too. Wanted: Battat Ceratosaurus, Diplodocus,
Tyrannosaurus, Maiasaura, and Parasaurolophus - Andrew

dinoandrew@gmail.com
For Sale: 3/4'” cloisonne lapel pin that states:
REUNITE GONDWANALAND and depicts
Pangea and Laurasia united in one huge conti-
nent. Only a limited number are available.  $8
includes the pin and postage.  Contact Lynne
Dickman, (406) 728-5221, lddickman@black-

foot.net
Wanted: Hobby Trading Post (Nu-Card)

DINOSAURS cards (B&W, post-card size) #'s 7, 13, 15, 28.  I
will gladly purchase these but I also have many duplicate cards
available for trade. I would prefer "nice" condition cards (e.g.,
VG+ to Mint) without major creasing or other significant
defects. Please contact me (Mike Riley) at:
mmriley@dinofan.com or at 303-566-1267 (weekdays, 7:00 am
to 4:00 pm, MDT).
MODELERS: PT build up writer, Sean Kotz, now has a

national hobby column on line at the Examiner. I am committed
to bringing paleo models, sculptors and kits to the forefront on
a regular basis, as well as all other forms of modeling from plas-
tic kits to rocket ships. Go to www.examiner.com and search for
"Model Building Examiner" or my name and bookmark or sub-
scribe. You can also search out the Facebook Fan page

Playset Magazine Plastic heaven, America's best info on vin-
tage playsets by Marx and others from the Atomic Era and
Beyond. Battleground, Zorro, news, classifieds to buy, color
glossy. Complete website listings too!
www.playsetmagazine.com, email playsetmagazine@aol.com,
or call (719) 634-7430

J H Miller  repaired - your broken and incomplete vintage J
H Miller plastic figures -expertly repaired. Ask for Nick
Lamanec (484) 274-0315

FOR SALE: Looking for awesome paleontology-themed T-
shirts? Visit www.cafepress.com/dannysdinosaurs! Featuring
clever dinosaurian designs on everything from shirts to coffee
mugs to bumper stickers, www.cafepress.com/dannysdinosaurs
is a great place for all your dinosaur apparel needs. 

TOP DOLLAR PAID for prehistoric animal postcards
including diorama scenes, statues, fossils, museum displays,
etc.  I also would like to purchase prehistoric animal museum or
excavation site brochures and posters. If you have vintage
dinosaur or prehistoric animal books or photographs from the
1900's up to 1980 please let me know since I also collect these.
I have lots of paper ephemera such as this for trade if that is
preferable.  Please contact Stephen Hubbell (253) 851-7036 or
email me at morpheus@centurytel.net.

PALEODIRECT.COM Your direct source for the finest
and rarest fossil specimens along with tools and weapons of
primitive man. With several thousand pages of fossils and prim-
itive man artifacts displayed online, PaleoDirect.com is truly
one of the largest online paleontological suppliers across the
globe.  Categories include a BROAD DIVERSITY of both
INVERTEBRATE and VERTEBRATE fossils.  We also spe-
cialize in genuine TOOLS and WEAPONS of PRIMITIVE
HUMANS from the Lower PALEOLITHIC through the
NEOLITHIC Periods up to and including the Iron Age. PALEO
DIRECT, Inc. is a full-time, professional supplier and a mem-
ber of the American Association of Paleontological
Suppliers.We acquire specimens direct from the source regions
of the world through exclusive affiliations with the diggers and
their management as well as conduct several of our own inter-
national collecting expeditions each year. Furthermore, many of
our rare specimens are prepared in-house by our own conserva-
tion facilities and staff. This explains our consistently better
quality fossils than is usually found in the marketplace. In addi-
tion to what is shown on the site, an even greater inventory of
specimens are either yet to be listed or in various states of
preparation. Please contact us if you have interest in an item
that is not shown. New material from around the world is con-
stantly being added. If you wish to be added to our email list for
when new specimens are updated to the website, please email
or call us and let us know. PALEO DIRECT, INC. P. O. Box
160305 Altamonte Springs, FL  32716-0305 (407)  774-1063
www.PaleoDirect.com Trex@paleodirect.com Supplying muse-
ums, educational facilities and discriminating collectors around
the world.  

CCrreettaacceeoouuss
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Bringing back A Little Golden
Book’s DINOSAURS

by Jeff Quinn

A few years ago I was able to purchase the original
gouache and watercolor paintings from the iconic Little
Golden Book, Dinosaurs from 1959. As you can see, they
were set for photography with arrow and grid marks and
initials for approval. Some of the initials are G.S. for
George Simpson, paleontologist (1902-1984) who
reviewed the book and some are the odd UW for Jane
Werner Watson, author (1915-2004).  “Dinosaurs” was one
of my first and favorite books when I was a kid. Of course
I never dreamed I would actually own the originals. The
ghost dinosaurs image in the book was on two pages and
here it is in one piece with more peripherals. The colors on all of these are very bright and vibrant. I
managed to get about 1/3 of the book. The book cover was not a part of the group. The seller told me
that when the Row Peterson plant closed years ago, the artwork was often taken by employees and vis-
itors looking for a souvenir. Some was even thrown in the dumpster since it was not seen as real art at
the time. Remember all those memorable Little Golden books you and your friends had? All gone. But
who knows, maybe some more dinosaur art from that era will pop up. Enjoy.
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PaleoNews 
It was a very busy summer of paleo discoveries and announcements. We

certainly can’t report on them all but will try to hit the highlights in abbre-
viated form. 

At about the time the last issue of PT came out, it was big
news in all forms of media about Pelagornis sandersi, a giant
prehistoric bird with a wingspan 21 feet across – so wide that it
could have almost been the size of a small plane. The enormous
extinct avian pushes the limit of what’s possible in bird flight.
The one and only known Pelagornis sandersi fossil’s wings
stretch a whopping 6.4 meters (or 20.99 feet) – about twice that
of the royal albatross, among the largest living birds capable of
taking to the skies. It sported strange tooth-like cones that pro-
truded from its beak. The remarkable bones were actually dis-
covered in 1983 near Charleston Airport in South Carolina, but
they remained hidden in a drawer at the Charleston Museum
until study author Daniel Ksepka, a paleontologist then at
North Carolina State University in Raleigh, came across them
about three decades later. P. sandersi, which lived 25 million to
28 million years ago, was probably larger even than another
extinct mega-bird, Argentavis magnificens, Ksepka said. Some
have previously estimated that Argentavis’ wingspan was near-
ly 7 meters, but Ksepka said with the data in hand, Pelagornis
still wins: Pelagornis would have been about a meter longer.
(Argentavis was probably more massive, however.)

Next up, a team of paleontologists has discovered a
horned dinosaur with some seriously weird headgear.
Meet Mercuriceratops, a ceratopian dinosaur whose
bony frill sports wing-like protrusions on either side
of its head. This further shows the diversity of the
frilled dinosaurs, which could help shed light on their
evolutionary history. Weighing in about 2 tons,
Mercuriceratops gemini was still smaller than its well-
known cousin Triceratops, which was probably nearly
twice its size. Mercuriceratops -- named after
Mercury, the Roman messenger god who sported
wings on either side of his helmet --  lived 77 million
years ago during the late Cretaceous period. 

The researchers discovered two separate fossil frag-
ments – one in north-central Montana and the other in
Dinosaur Provincial Park in Canada's Alberta
province. These two skull fragments from
Mercuriceratops were discovered hundreds of kilome-
ters apart, and both come from the right side of the
bony frill around the animal's head. When a single fossil is discovered, it’s
often difficult to tell whether it’s a
new species or just a standard vari-
ation, or weird mutation, of a
known animal. But the fact that
these two fossils with the same
butterfly-like protrusions were
found hundreds of miles apart
showed that they must be members
of an undiscovered species. (The
two fossils, from the right side of
the frill, are what earned
Mercuriceratops the name “gemini,” Latin for “twin.”)

Just last issue PT reported on the largest sauropod ever discov-
ered but now meet Dreadnoughtus schrani, a newly discovered
dinosaur that was so formidable, it was named after a battleship
that prowled the seas during the early 20th century.

"It is by far the best example we have of any of the most giant
creatures to ever walk the planet," Dr. Kenneth Lacovara, a pale-

ontologist at Drexel University's College of
Arts and Sciences and the scientist who dis-
covered the skeleton, said in a written state-
ment. "With a body the size of a house, the
weight of a herd of elephants, and a
weaponized tail, Dreadnoughtus would have

feared nothing."

The titanosaur's skeleton, which dates back 77
million years, was discovered in Southern
Patagonia in Argentina, and unearthed over the
course of four digs between 2005 and 2009. At
85 feet long and weighing 65 tons,
Dreadnoughtus sets a new record as the land ani-

mal with the greatest calculable weight. (The
record was previously held by Elaltitan, who
weighed 47 tons.) That means that as an herbi-
vore, Dreadnoughtus would have had to con-
sume copious amounts of plant matter every
day to become so "astoundingly huge," accord-
ing to Lacovara. Every day it had to take in
enough nourishment to fill this house-sized
dinosaur. Dreadnoughtus schrani was substan-
tially more massive than any other supermas-
sive dinosaur for which mass can be accurately
calculated. The skeleton is also the most com-
plete of its kind, comprising 43.5 percent of the

dinosaur's bones. It contains nearly all bones from the forelimbs and hind
limbs, most of the tail vertebrae and numerous ribs.

Thanks to another big find, the way we think of
dinosaurs may have to change further than it
already has. A team of researchers in Siberia led by
Pascal Godefroit has found a new dinosaur with
ultra-thin feathers, joining other feathered species
found in China and North America. More impor-
tantly, the new find is the first non-carnivorous
dinosaur with feathers, which many in the field
have taken as evidence that feathers were far more
widespread than previously thought. Godefriot's
new creature is called the Kulindadromeus
zabaikalicus — a Jurassic creature about a meter
and a half long, with large legs, short arms, and a
very long tail. Because of the unusually well-pre-
served fossil, Godefroit could tell the
Kulindadromeus had feathering on its torso and
neck, but not its face, legs, or tail. His conclusion
is that potentially, all dinosaurs could have been

covered with feathers.

The plant-eating Kulindadromeus doesn't fit into the story that all the
proto-bird species have been carnivores, so these feathers must have grown
up independently of that evolutionary branch. That suggests that some
dinosaurs, including many of the better-known species, may have devel-
oped feathers independently. The question of course is, do we not see evi-
dence of feathers on more dinosaur fossils because they decomposed over
millions of years of lying in the ground or because they were never there in

the first place. A feath-
ered plant eater is cer-
tainly amazing but
your PT editor thinks it
is a far cry from saying
all dinosaur were feath-
ered.

Newly-discovered
95-million-year-old
fossils of the carnivo-
rous dinosaur
Spinosaurus aegyptia-

Mercuriceratops gemini

Dreadnoughtus
schrani and size
chart above left

Pelagornis sandersi
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cus are the most compelling evi-
dence to date of a dinosaur able
to live and hunt in an aquatic
environment, according to an
international team of paleontolo-
gists headed by Dr Dawid Iurino
of the Sapienza Universita di
Roma, Italy. The remains also
indicate that Spinosaurus aegyp-
tiacus was the largest known
predatory dinosaur to live on our
planet, measuring about 3 meters
longer than Tyrannosaurus rex. Dr Iurino and
his colleagues found that Spinosaurus aegyp-
tiacus developed a variety of previously
unknown aquatic adaptations and according to
their research is the only known dinosaur
adapted to life in water, Spinosaurus aegypti-
acus swam the rivers of North Africa about 95
million years ago. It had huge, slanted teeth
that interlocked at the front of the snout; the
conical shape and location of the teeth were
well-suited for catching sharks and other fish;
plus they also had neurovascular openings at
the end of the snout; similar openings on croc-
odile and alligator snouts contain pressure
receptors that enable them to sense movement
in water; it’s likely these openings served a
comparable function in Spinosaurus aegyp-
tiacus. It had small nostrils located in the
middle of the skull; the small size and place-
ment of the nostrils farther back on the skull
allowed this dinosaur to breathe when part
of its head was in water. It’s long neck and
trunk that shifted the dinosaur’s center of
mass forward made walking on two legs on
land nearly impossible, but facilitated move-
ment in water. Its powerful forelimbs with
curved, blade-like claws were ideal for
hooking or slicing slippery prey. With
strong, long-boned feet and long, flat claws;
unlike other predators, Spinosaurus aegypti-
acus had feet similar to some shorebirds that
stand on or move across soft surfaces rather
than perch. Spinosaurus had a small pelvis
and short hind legs with muscular thighs; as
in the earliest whales, these adaptations
were for paddling in water and differ
markedly from other predatory dinosaurs
that used two legs to move on land. Its loosely connected bones in the
dinosaur’s tail enabled its tail to bend in a wave-like fashion, similar to tails
that help propel some bony fish. It had large
dorsal spines covered in skin that created a
gigantic ‘sail’ on Spinosaurus aegyptiacus’s
back; the tall, thin, blade-shaped spines were
anchored by muscles and composed of dense
bone with few blood vessels; this suggests the
sail was meant for display and not to trap heat
or store fat; the sail would have been visible
even when the animal entered the water.
Finally, Spinosaurus had particularly dense
bones lacking the marrow cavities typical to
predatory dinosaurs; similar adaptations,
which enable buoyancy control, are seen in
modern aquatic animals like king penguins.
The paleontologists came to their conclusions
after analyzing new fossils uncovered in the

Moroccan Sahara and a partial skull and other remains
housed in museum collections around the world as well as
historical records and images from the first reported dis-
covery of Spinosaurus aegyptiacus in Egypt in 1912.

Paleontologists Dr Rodney Scheetz of Brigham Young
University’s Museum of Paleontology and Dr Terry Gates
of North Carolina State University and North Carolina
Museum of Natural Science have described a new species
of hadrosaur from the Upper Cretaceous Neslen Formation
of central Utah. The new hadrosaur fossil, scientifically
named Rhinorex condrupus, lived during the Cretaceous
period, about 75 million years ago was about 9 meters long,

weighed over 3,800 kg, and lived in a swampy
estuarial environment, about 80 km from the
coast.

“We’ve found other hadrosaurs from the
same time period but located about 320 km
farther south that are adapted to a different
environment,” said Dr Gates, who is the first
author of a paper describing Rhinorex condru-
pus. “This discovery gives us a geographic
snapshot of the Cretaceous, and helps us place
contemporary species in their correct time
and place. Rhinorex condrupus also helps us
further fill in the hadrosaur family tree.”

Hadrosaurs are often identified by bony
crests that extended from the skull, but

Rhinorex condrupus lacked a crest on the
top of its head; instead, it had a huge nose
which purpose is a mystery. First excavated
in the 1990s, the fossils had been studied
primarily for its well-preserved skin
impressions and an almost complete skull.

German paleontologists led by Dr Oliver
Rauhut of the Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität in Munich, Germany, have dis-
covered a new specimen of Archaeopteryx
–  the famous feathered reptile of the
Jurassic period, that changed paleontology.
This new specimen has extensive feather
preservation showing that the entire body of
Archaeopteryx was covered in pennaceous
feathers. “Some scientists had suggested
the vanes of its feathers were too weak to
support flight, but the new fossil backs the
idea Archaeopteryx was completely capable
of flying. It retains its status as the original
bird,” said Dr Christian Foth, also of the

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität. The fossil shows that contour feathers
(basic vaned, quill-like feathers) of
Archaeopteryx covered its entire body up to
the head as in modern birds. “For the first time,
it has become possible to examine the detailed
structure of the feathers on the body, the tail
and, above all, on the legs,” Dr Rauhut said.
The shafts of the wing feathers of
Archaeopteryx were comparable in strength to
those of modern birds. And the plumage of the
hindlimbs looked like that of modern birds of
prey like falcons and eagles. “The feathers on
its legs were quite long but were restricted to
the thigh and shank, looking like feather
trousers. They may have been used for display
and to stabilize flight during landing,” the sci-
entists explained.
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Kulindadromeus zabaikalicus
©Andrey Atuchin

swimming Spinosaurus ©Davide Bonadonna
/ National Geographic magazine

Rhinores condrupus © Julius Csotonyi

New Archaeopteryx fossil has been discovered
that sheds light on its many feathers.
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Arguably the most treasured dinosaur toys ever created are from the Battat Boston
Museum of Science series. Striking and scientifically sound, these precious pieces
were crafted by Greg Wenzel and Dan LoRusso in the nineties. After Wenzel departed
the paleoart scene, LoRusso became custodian of The Dinosaur Studio, featuring
gorgeous resin kits from both artists. In 2014, he had the good fortune of reintroduc-
ing these models with the Battat Terra “Dan LoRusso Collection”. This line will fea-
ture the original series in new paint schemes, as well as brand new sculpts from the
master paleoartist. That the series should be named for the artist is truly indicative
of the incredible legacy of this man, and I am honored to interview Mr. Dan LoRusso
for Prehistoric Times magazine - Dan Liebman 

Q. In addition to the renowned Battat figures, you have quite an impressive body
of work. Many people have seen your life size Tyrannosaurus model at the Boston
Museum, for example. Do you have any other favorite projects?

A. Though all my dinosaur projects hold some-
thing special to me, my all time favorite is when my
son Adam and I built a life size Nyctosaurus pair
for the Boston Museum of Science about 6 years
ago. Having Adam work with me on the project
made it very special indeed! He is an artist in his
own right, as well as a tattoo artist (his main job),
and graphic designer.

Q. How did your partnership with Greg Wenzel
come about? Do you feel you complemented each
other’s style, and what differences might we notice
when comparing your work?

A. The Museum Of Science, Boston had the
Dinamation Dinosaurs on display in the early 90’s and decided to have a Dinosaur
Weekend with locals showing off their collections and talent. I was there with my col-
lection of painted up Kaiyodo resins and the beginnings of my first sculpture, a 1:35th
scale Pachyrhinosaurus. Greg had his nearly finished 1:10th Centrosaurus in Super
Sculpey and a drawing easel, where he was sketching
the Centrosaurus using the maquette as a model. I was
very impressed with his work and we just simply start-
ed talking dinosaurs. Safari reps were in town on some
business and visited the MOS for the show. Greg and I
exchanged business cards with them. Greg and I
exchanged phone numbers and became friends. (Jeesh,
sounds like we’re dating, doesn’t it!?) 

After a while Safari contacted both of us and we
began sculpting mostly extant animals for them and
then did a couple of tube series dinosaurs for them.
Greg did the 1:5th scale Velociraptor (Safari’s
“Dinosaurs of China” series). We later decided to start
The Dinosaur Studio and the rest, as they say, is histo-
ry! As for our styles, I think the fact that we collaborat-
ed on as well as worked on many projects together
made our styles complementary to each other. Greg has
been sculpting much longer than I have, and has a more
refined touch to his work. My work is a bit rougher,
kind of like our personalities!! Ha! 

Q. Everyone knows you as “the Battat guy” – and the new Battat packaging even
has your name on it – which is especially impressive, as most people have no idea
who has sculpted their dinosaur figures. What does this figure series mean to you?

A. Well, without going into my complete medical history, three years ago October
I broke my back moving a small book case; not normal for a guy who lifted 100 plus
pounds on a daily basis. After a barrage of testing, it turns out I have Multiple

Myeloma, a blood cancer. I was laid up for 3 months prior to the discovery of the can-
cer and went through months of chemo culminating in a stem cell transplant. So, I am
now 4 inches shorter than I was 3 years ago due to compressed vertebrae and I am on
chemo and numerous pills for the rest of my life. But, I am here!! The worst side
effect for the chemo is neuropathy in my fingertips. Could I sculpt again? I didn’t
even want to try! 

Then, last September Joe Battat of Mason Battat Ltd. gave me a call out of the blue
and asked if we could meet. He and his production manager flew into Logan Airport
here in Boston to discuss a potential project. When Joe first saw me he briskly walked
over and gave me a big hug!! I felt like I was a long lost relative. Awesome way to
start a meeting!! We discussed the dinosaur project for Target and after lunch, parted
ways with both of us feeling this was going to be great! I felt renewed and inspired
again! After a few sculptures were completed Joe discussed using my name on the
packaging, The Dan LoRusso Collection. I thought he was joking at first! I am hum-
bled and honored that he, as well as others in the dinosaur community, think that
much of me and my work. 

Q. Perhaps your most famous sculpture is the rearing Diplodocus for the Battat
line. Can you tell us a little about the design of this beautiful piece?

A. I have always tried to put “life” into my sculptures, a turn of the head, weight
shifting, foot lifting, and such. We all wanted the Battat Museum of Science, Boston
series of toys to stand out, not only for their scientific accuracy but for their life like
appearance. When it came to the Diplodocus, I was influenced by a Greg Paul paint-
ing as well as the Barosaurus mount at the AMNH in New York and the consequent
Kaiyodo model depicting the same scene. It was a no brainer for me to depict a sauro-
pod in this rearing manner.

Q. The original Boston MOS series had an
explosive use of color and patterns, while their
reissued counterparts will be more subdued. You
have mentioned this was intended to give the
models more appeal among the collector crowd,
who will presumably see these models as more
realistic. What influences your designs for paint-
ing these and other models?

A. I think the “explosive use of color and pat-
terns” was a 90’s thing. Luis Rey kind of led the
way there. Since the original series became col-
lectors’ items, it made sense to repaint them as to
not devalue the first series, and not piss off the
collectors! Also, thoughts on coloration have

shifted a bit in my head, and I am reaching for a more plausible coloration without
being too boring! Some of my influences come from extant nature as well as other
artists. If I see a painting of a particular animal that simply makes me say “ Yeah, that

looks awesome!” I use that as a starting point for my
painting of a scheme. 

Q. You have said that Battat has been very flexible,
even allowing you to choose the species featured in
this new line. Have any of your ideas been rejected,
and do you plan to push the envelope and test this
freedom they’ve given you?

A. For me, Battat has been the ideal company to
work for. The only guidelines on the dinosaurs was
that the finished piece be between 5” and 7” and a
time frame, which I am a little behind on, but don’t
tell anyone!! It was my choice on which critters to
make as well as to make them 1:40th scale. This way
they would be compatible with the original MOS,
Boston Series. It just made sense to me. So, I have full
control over the dinosaurs I choose to sculpt, and the
color patterns for the paint masters. As with the MOS,
Boston Series I contacted paleontologists for their

input and critique. I wanted to maintain a level of familiarity with both series. Some
of the Terra Series dinosaurs will have color patterns reminiscent of the MOS, Boston
Series, kind of a subliminal suggestion. Battat has been very pleased with the finished
products so far, so no negative feedback has been experienced.

Q. Although it is not yet certain how far this new Battat series will go, can you give
us any hints of what else might be in the works?

A. I am under contract for a second series of 6 for the Terra Series. If it is as suc-

Interview with Dan LoRusso
(DinosaurStudio.com)

Questions by Dan Liebman
(DansDinosaurs.com)

Dan’s life-sized T. rex at the
Boston Museum of Science

Dan and son’s Nyctosaurus pair for the
Boston Museum of Science
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cessful as I hope it will be, a third set would be in the works, and so on. For my choic-
es on what dinosaurs, I’m going with ones that I find interesting, newer discoveries,
or dinosaurs that have missed the mark in my eyes so far as a toy. Don’t expect any
dinosaur that hasn’t had a formal paper on it or any dinosaur that is in revision mode
in the scientific community ( ie: Spinosaurus and Deinocheirus). Not yet, anyway! As
for the reissuing of the revised Battat MOS, Boston Series ( I have no idea what it will
be called because licensing with the MOS, Boston is long expired ), if that series sells
well there could always be the possibility of additional pieces for that!

Q. Some believe that commercial influences can have a negative impact on pale-
ontology. However, your work seems to remarkably balance the best of both worlds.
Do you believe there will always be conflict here, or can these two forces move con-
currently?

A. I guess, yes, there will always be some negative impact from commercial influ-
ences, but as they say, “ Any publicity is good publicity!” The recent 3D Walking with
Dinosaurs and the upcoming Jurassic Park movie have received grumbles from the
paleontology world. However, a new insurgence of dinosaur toys and related items, as
well as interest in discoveries of new species, and hopefully new traveling exhibits,
bring us the positive from the negative. A personal gripe of mine is Papo toys. Though
they are magnificently sculpted, they are way too “Jurassic Park” and too little real
science. But, that’s just me!

Q. Every artist has a different process for reconstructing these ancient life forms.
Do you have any special techniques that you might share?

A. I’m old school, so no
special techniques. I wish I
had the time and patience
to learn the computer pro-
grams such as Z-Brush
and such so I could get the
minute detail on my pieces
like David Krentz. Love
his work!

Q. You have no doubt
seen drastic changes in the
field of paleontology over
the years. Is there anything

in particular that stood out to you, perhaps having an unexpected effect on your work?

A. I think the whole feather issue. Who has them and how much feathering. I’m
already getting feedback about the Nanshiungosaurus not being feathered. Just too
big and bulky in my eyes to have feathers. I may be wrong, but I can’t go on the notion
that because a relative of this beast that was 1/3rd the size and about 1/5th the weight
had feathers, it also should have feathers. Same with quills on ceratopsians. Just
because Psittacosaurus had them doesn’t mean they ALL had them. To me it’s like if
thousands of years from now scientists find a partially mummified male lion and then
think that every great cat had a mane. Show me the proof, I’ll go with it!

Q. What do you think is the role of one’s creative energy, within the restrictions of
a scientific reconstruction?

A. With me I try to follow the science as far is it will take me, then the artistic
license comes in. What will make this look realistic and lifelike as well as plausible?

Q. Do you remember your earliest experience or introduction to the prehistoric
world?

A. Egad!! I always had dinosaur toys. From the Marx Toys Prehistoric Play Set
when I was 2 years old in 1955 (also known as The Prehistoric Times Play Set, Mike
Fredericks!! Ha Ha!) to the prizes in Shredded Wheat cereal boxes. Relatives
ALWAYS knew to give me dinosaur related items for birthdays and Christmas! 

Q. It seems that your family is very supportive and proud of your achievements.
What do you find is most important to the artist within the family unit?

A. Though it may have driven her nuts at times, my lovely wife Leslie has always
believed in me because through thick and thin I’ve always come through. She was bit-
ing nails when the life size Tyrannosaurus project came along, but cried when it was
finished! Not sure if they were tears of joy that it was over, tears of pride for me, or
a little of both! Our son Adam not only followed in my footsteps as an artist, but in
his own way, has exceeded me, and we couldn’t be prouder of him for it. My family
has always been a tight knit Italian American family, and that has always kept us push-

ing ourselves to be better at what we do.

Q. While you have many admirers and are greatly respected in your field, some
have difficulty relating to this profession. Do you find it can be tricky to explain this
career to others?

A. It’s not an easy profession to be an artist in the first place. When you specialize
in such a small niche as dinosaur art, you either have to be phenomenal or have a
“real” job. I work at Petco! Ha! You do it for the love of the art and the personal sat-
isfaction of the finished piece. Some will like it, others will condemn it. You have to
have thick skin, for sure.

Q. Are there any artists who have left a lingering impression on you?

A. My first influence was Charles Knight. He was the first to give these magnifi-
cent creatures a plausible look. Zdenek Burian was also one who made these creatures
come to life for me. There are artists out there today that blow me away! David
Krentz, Mike Trcic, Shane Foulkes, and Tony McVey just to mention a few.

Q. If someone visits you on a typical day, or perhaps a day off, what should we
expect to see you getting up to?

A. My little bunny Remy is the first thing on my list. Little old man is over 10 years
old and got me through some tough days when I first became ill. My “office” is the
dining room without the dining room table. I have a 29 gallon Nano Reef aquarium
with all live corals that I am very proud of. I have shelves loaded with dinosaur sculp-
tures. Some are my own, but most are works from other sculptors and the Kaiyodo
collections.

Q. If you could keep one living dinosaur as a pet, what would it be?

A. Easy one! Pachyrhinosaurus has always been my favorite dinosaur. Probably a
lot easier to keep than a theropod! Now that there are 3 distinct species, I’ll have to
get going on sculpting them all. Oops, did I just say that?
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The Pachyrhinosaurus in its Target store packaging

Dan’s new, first four Battat Terra prehistoric animal figures
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Mesozoic Media
The Paleoart of Julius Csotonyi by Julius Csotonyi

and Steve White, Hardcover: 156 pages Publisher: Titan
Books ISBN-10: 1781169128 ISBN-13: 978-
1781169124 After Steve White published his fantastic
book “Dinosaur Art: The World's Greatest Paleoart” it
was hard to believe he could top that. Well, with his new
book that includes many of the works of Julius
Csotonyi, he has certainly at least “done it again!” Of
course Julius has become among the world's best
known and talented modern paleoartists and on top of that, Julius has con-
siderable academic knowledge that adds so much more to his paleoart.
Julius represents the prehistoric world photorealistically with a mostly dig-
ital medium. His photographic backgrounds seem to be in super high defi-
nition and add so much to the subject matter. The book begins
with an interesting preface by Robert Bakker explaining the lat-
est info about Dimetrodon (which goes along with Julius’s paint-
ing) and then there is a nice interview with Julius. (I have to
thank him for the ‘shout out’ to myself and PT in it.) The book
then takes the reader through the Paleozoic, the Mesozoic and
the Cenozoic with page after page of fantastic full color art (I
like his b&w line drawings just as much.) and paleontological
information. Julius’s  “Ceratopsian Cornucopia” has 41 images
of ceratopsian heads together in a two page illustration. What a
photorealistic treat. The book is hours and hours of pure enjoy-
ment but force yourself to take a break occasionally as the only
downside is the tiny print which is certainly detrimental to your
vision. There is more to say about this beauty but read our
Csotonyi/White interview in this issue for more information.

Cambrian Ocean World: Ancient Sea Life of North
America (Life of the Past) by John Foster Hardcover 432 pages
Indiana University Press ISBN-10: 0253011825
ISBN-13: 978-0253011824 I have said many times
that the many paleo books from Indiana University
Press are among my favorites and are always a treat to
review. They are usually quite technical, however. The
beauty of this volume is that it is aimed at the general
reader, as it presents the life and times of the amazing
animals of the Cambrian that inhabited Earth more
than 500 million years ago. The Cambrian Period was
a critical time in Earth’s history since nearly every
modern group of animals appeared during it.
Although life had been around for more than 2 mil-
lion millennia, Cambrian rocks preserve the record of
the first appearance of complex animals with eyes,
protective skeletons, antennae, and complex ecolo-
gies. Grazing, predation, and multi-tiered ecosystems
with animals living in, on, or above the sea floor
became common. This interaction led to an increasing
diversification of animal body types. By the end of the period, the ancestors
of sponges, corals, jellyfish, worms, mollusks,
brachiopods, arthropods, echinoderms, and ver-
tebrates were all in place. The evidence of this
Cambrian "explosion" is preserved in rocks all
over the world, including North America, where
the seemingly strange animals of the period are
preserved in exquisite detail in deposits such as
the Burgess Shale in British Columbia.
Cambrian Ocean World tells the story of what is,
probably, the most important period in our plan-
et’s long history. Many photos, paintings and line
drawings highlight the text.

Flying Dinosaurs: How Fearsome Reptiles
Became Birds by John Pickrell Hardcover 240

pages Columbia University Press ISBN-10: 0231171781
ISBN-13: 978-0231171786 We have all seen the fossils
of stunning, feathered dinosaur coming out of China
since 2006 suggest that these creatures were much more
bird-like than paleontologists previously imagined.
Further evidence -- bones, genetics, eggs, behavior, and
more -- has shown a seamless transition from fleet-footed
carnivores to the ancestors of modern birds. By mixing
colorful portraits with news on the latest fossil findings
and interviews with leading paleontologists in the United
States, China, Europe, and Australia, John Pickrell
explains and details dinosaurs' development of flight.

This special capacity introduced a whole new range of abilities for the ani-
mals and helped them survive a mass extinction, when thousands of other
dinosaur species that once populated the Earth did not. Pickrell also turns
his journalistic eye toward the stories behind the latest discoveries, investi-

gating the role of the Chinese black market in trading
fossils, the controversies among various dinosaur
hunters, the interference of national governments
intent on protecting scientific information, and the
race to publish findings first that make this research
such a dynamic area of science. This is a nice, sit-
down-and-read book that is written for the general
public. The author is very knowledgeable and enthu-
siastic. The center section includes many full color
fossil photo and artwork by artist such as Julius
Csotonyi and Luis Rey.

When the Invasion of Land Failed: The Legacy
of the Devonian Extinctions (The Critical
Moments and Perspectives in Earth History and
Paleobiology) by George R. McGhee Jr. Paperback
336 pages Columbia University Press ISBN-10:
0231160577 ISBN-13: 978-0231160575 The inva-

sion of land by ocean-dwelling plants and animals was one of the
most revolutionary events in the evolution of life on Earth, yet
the animal invasion almost failed -- twice -- because of the twin
mass extinctions of the Late Devonian Epoch. Some 359 to 375
million years ago, these catastrophic events dealt our ancestors
a blow that almost drove them back into the sea. If those extinc-
tions had been just a bit more severe, spiders and insects --
instead of vertebrates -- might have become the ecologically
dominant forms of animal life on land. This book examines the
evolutionary consequences of the Late Devonian extinctions
and the various theories proposed to explain their occurrence.
Only one group of four-limbed vertebrates exists on Earth,
while other tetrapod-like fishes are extinct. This gap is why the
idea of "fish with feet" seems so peculiar to us, yet such animals
were once a vital part of our world, and if the Devonian extinc-
tions had not happened, members of these species, like
Acanthostega and Ichthyostega, might have continued to live in
our rivers and lakes. With decades of research and many new

discoveries, this easy to understand,
comprehensive text explores the causes
of the Devonian extinctions, the rea-
sons vertebrates were so severely
affected, and the potential evolution of
the modern world if the extinctions had
never taken place. Packed with photos,
line drawings and paintings.

Amphibian Evolution: The Life of
Early Land Vertebrates (Topics in
Paleobiology) Paperback – by Rainer
R. Schoch - Wiley-Blackwell; ISBN-
10: 0470671785 ISBN-13: 978-
0470671788 The first vertebrates to
conquer land and their long journey to
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become fully independent from the water is described in this new book. It
traces the origin of tetrapod features and tries to explain how and why they
transformed into organs that permit life on land. The major frame of the
topic lies in the past 370 million years and deals with many fossils but he
aim is to achieve a comprehensive picture of amphibian evolution. It focuses
on major questions in current paleobiology: how diverse were the early
tetrapods? In which environments did they live, and how did they come to
be preserved? What do we know about the soft body of extinct amphibians,
and what does that tell us about the evolution of crucial organs during the
transition to land? How did early amphibians develop and grow, and which
were the major factors of their evolution? The book is packed with hundred
of line drawings plus many full color photos of fossils.

Thinking Big: How the Evolution of Social Life Shaped the Human
Mind Hardcover by Robin Dunbar, Clive Gamble, and John Gowlett -
Thames & Hudson publishing ISBN-10: 0500051801 ISBN-13: 978-
0500051801 This new book provides a close look at genealogy and how bio-
logical, anthropological, and technical factors can influence our lives today.
We are at an important moment in understanding our distant relatives as a
result of scientific advance, such as decoding the genomes of humans and
Neanderthals, and bringing together different per-
spectives to answer age old questions. The results
are profound; not just for the study of the past but
for appreciating why we conduct our social lives
as we do. So why do we need art, religion, music,
kinship, myths, and all the other facets of our
effective social worlds? Do we really carry our
hominin past into our human present? It is these
small worlds, and the link they allow to the study
of the past that forms the central point in this
book. 40 black-and-white illustrations

Bringing Fossils to Life: An Introduction to
Paleobiology  by Donald R. Prothero Paperback
672 pages Columbia University Press; third edi-
tion ISBN-10: 0231158939 ISBN-13: 978-
0231158930 One of the leading textbooks in its field, “Bringing Fossils to
Life” applies paleobiological principles to the fossil record while detailing
the evolutionary history of major plant and ani-
mal phyla. It incorporates current research from
biology, ecology, and population genetics, bridg-
ing the gap between purely theoretical paleobio-
logical textbooks and those that describe only
invertebrate paleobiology and that emphasize cat-
aloguing live organisms instead of dead objects. A
third and updated version of this college textbook
written by California professor Donald R.
Prothero who has revised the art and research
throughout, expanding the coverage of inverte-
brates and adding a discussion of new methodolo-
gies and a chapter on the origin and early evolu-
tion of life. 

Dinosaurs of the British Isles by Dean
Lomax & Nobumichi Tamura, Paperback - 416 pages, Publisher: Siri
Scientific Press www.siriscientificpress.co.uk, ISBN-13  978-0-9574530-5-
0 Reviewer: Mike Walley of Everything Dinosaur www.everythingdi-
nosaur.com Let's start at the very beginning, which is a very good place to
start...Hollywood might have ensured everlasting fame for the likes of T. rex
and Triceratops but as we are sure readers are well aware, the first, formal
scientific study of an animal we now refer to as a dinosaur took place in
England (Megalosaurus - 1824).  This new publication written by English
palaeontologist Dean Lomax in collaboration with American palaeoartist
Nobumichi Tamura provides a comprehensive account, the first of its kind,
of the dinosaurs of the British Isles. Dr. Paul Barrett (Natural History
Museum, London) provides the foreword and the authors catalogue what is
known about the history of every dinosaur species discovered in the United
Kingdom, some 100+ species.  The duo have utilised research from over
forty academic institutions and museums and explore dinosaur discoveries

i n

geological order, beginning with Late
Triassic dinosaurs and culminating with
a review of fossil finds related to Upper
Cretaceous strata. Packed with over 800
illustrations and photographs, including
many pictures of fossil specimens not on display to the public, this is an
excellent book, one that will find favour with academics, dedicated dinosaur
fans and the general reader.

Editors Notes: “Everything
Dinosaur” specialises in the supply of
dinosaur and prehistoric animal relat-
ed toy/hobby products and merchan-
dise. Working in association with
museums and other related educa-
tional bodies the company aims to
create a market place for accurate, excit-
ing, imaginative and educational prod-
ucts for young people.  Favoured by par-
ents who know that they are purchasing
something that will assist with their chil-
dren’s understanding of science, make
learning fun and help with their educa-
tion.

"More Dinosaurs" and “Dinosaurs,
Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs" are both on DVD
for the first time! In this Emmy winning
program ("Best Children/Youth Special"),
Gary Owens and Eric Boardman take you to Africa to look for living
dinosaurs, to Dinosaur National Monument, and the Smithsonian. In
"SON OF DINOSAURS" the dinosaur adventure takes you to Knott's
Berry farm, a dig site in the Canadian badlands, Loch Ness, and New
Mexico. "THE VOLCANO SHOW" - When a
volcano begins to erupt in Eric's backyard,
Gary and Eric decide to explore the science
and spectacle of eruptions. This is the world
premiere of a never-before-seen Gary and Eric
adventure. With “Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs,
Dinosaurs" - Host Gary Owens is turning into
a dinosaur and Eric goes on a globetrotting,
dino-filled journey to find the cure.
"Prehistoric World" - First stop, the Tar Pits, as
Gary and Eric explore the monstrous mam-

mals in this wild blast into our prehistoric past.
"The Wondrous World of Weird Animals" - sur-
veys Earth's oddest animals to reveal an aston-
ishing array of jaws, claws, scales, skin, fur and
feathers. The DVD also includes 4 special features, including dino bloopers.
Get the DVDs at: https://www.dinogallery.com/other-products.html   (if you
use the "buy both button", you get the 2
DVDs, a magnet, and the order ships via
priority mail) or www.more-
dinosaurs.com They are also available at
Creature Features in Burbank, Ca. You
will definitely enjoy a fun, trip down
dino memory lane with Gary and Eric
again. Just as great for adults as for kids.
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Aurora Monsters Scenes - The
Most Controversial Toys of a

Generation by Dennis Prince and
Andrew Yanchus is a full color, in
debt, account of these great mon-
ster models of the 1970s. Get your

copy at www.monsterscenes.net
Can a book on Aurora Prehistoric

Scenes be far behind?

Os Hominideos is a spanish
language book by Agustin

Guillermo Martinelli on hominid
evolution beautifully illustrated
by the talented Jorge Blanco.
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Dinosaur 13
by Robert Telleria
dinosauriana.com
paleoartistry.webs.com 
primevalprimetime.webs.com

By now we all know the wonderful story of that

T. rex Named "Sue" at The Field Museum, Chicago.
In 1990 she was the most complete T. rex, discov-
ered by Sue Hendrickson, almost accidentally, on
South Dakota's Cheyenne River Indian Reservation.
In 1997 she ended up on the Sotheby's auction block
where Walt Disney Parks and McDonalds investors
snatched her for the bargain basement price of $7.6
million. In 2000 the Field Museum began her major
exhibition with a merchandise blitz and even her
own 3D movie. Best of all, her pathological revela-
tions could finally be studied by more experts in
paleontology, which resulted in papers, books and
television specials enriching our understanding of
prehistory's most famous and fearsome predator.

And the ugly parts: Between these events the head-
line-making lawsuit by the Sioux vs. paleontology's
finest establishments, the Black Hills Institute of
Geological Research (BHIGR), to get back the
multi-million dollar dinosaur. The FBI and National
Guard raiding BHIGR to confiscate Sue on the basis
that she was actually illegally excavated on govern-
ment land. And BHIGR's Peter Larson, still researching deep time while
doing time behind bars before rebuilding the BHIGR with more amazing -
and whew! legally cleared - discoveries such as "Stan".

Sure, we have read the biographies and seen the NOVA specials. We know
all the twists of this story and we have seen all the infuriating footage.

Or have we? At the 2014 Sundance Film Festival, a new two hour docu-
mentary entitled DINOSAUR 13 premiered to an audience of 1200 and crit-
ical acclaim in its endeavor to tell the definitive whole story of Sue. Offers
followed from The Independent Film Channel, HBO, Netflix and Magnolia
Pictures. Ultimately CNN Films and Lionsgate secured the distribution
deal.

Director Todd Miller, who self-financed the film which took 3 years to
make, took some time to answer some questions about this highly anticipat-
ed documentary due for a theatrical run and broadcasts on CNN in August,
2014. 

Can you tell us about the original project that was being shot before you
shifted gears to tell the story of Sue?

TM: Our original film was more of an art film that spoke about the wonders
of paleontology told through the eyes of paleontologists from around the
globe.

Will the original film ever be completed and
see release?

TM: Currently, there are no plans.

Hopefully that will change. Were you consis-
tently into dinosaurs over the years or just as a
kid?

TM: I've always had a fascination with
dinosaurs, especially as kid.

In what ways has this experience rekindled that interest?

TM: Being out in the badlands, or being in Haddonfield, NJ
(where the first dinosaur was found in North America) is just
such a unique experience. You really get a sense of how finite
our time here in the universe is. And watching all these amaz-
ing people do this extremely important work of uncovering the
Earth's past... it really just makes you want to go dig in the dirt
with them.

How many hours of footage was sifted through?

TM: We had approximately 300 hours of archival footage and
shot approximately 200 hours of new footage.

Did you read any other Sue accounts other than Peter Larson's
book Rex Appeal?

TM: Yes. I read and watched everything I
could get my hands on.

Were there any individuals, organizations, etc.
who declined to participate in the film?

TM: Yes. But almost everyone who did not
want to be on-camera agreed to discuss their
role over the phone.

Were you aware or had you seen the specials
on SUE made in the 1990s?

TM: Yes. I watched them all.

How does DINOSAUR 13 differ from the "Sue" themed specials before it?

TM: Most of all the media before ends with the aftermath of the criminal
trial or the auction. Our film tells the complete story.

How does DINOSAUR 13 differ from other dinosaur documentaries?

TM: Our approach has been to have a much more cinematic experience that
is focused on the talented people that do this incredible work.

After 20 years why did you want to tell the SUE story again?

TM: The real story of Sue has never been told. And we felt an obligation to
get it right from a historical perspective and to those people that lived
through this experience. Once we started talking to people it became clear
that a lot of the media up until this point didn't have all the facts. Our
process is to spend much more time with our interview subjects (sometimes
days) and rely on first person narrative (no narration). So this allows us to
reach a certain truth with our subjects that can't be obtained in any other
medium. Particularly those that are racing against a deadline.

Does DINOSAUR 13 delve at all into the nat-
ural history or biology of dinosaurs or is it
purely the drama behind the discovery/litiga-
tion?

TM: The film has a lot of really great inter-
views with paleontologists that talk about the
joy of collecting, the importance of the field,
and, of course, dinosaurs! They also discuss
some of the knowledge gained from Sue as it
relates to pathologies discovered.

Todd Miller, Peter Larson, Kristin Donnan
Standard - Getty Images

Susan Hendricks & Peter Larson w/ “Sue’s” skull
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Were (paleontologists) David Burnham and Henry Galiano in the
longer cut? I recall seeing their names attached.

TM: No. We interviewed them both, but they did not make the
final cut.

Was there a conscious decision to not talk about the "Stan" find
or how BHIGR survived without him during the dark time? Or
was that edited out?

TM: We had the Stan find (as well as all the other T.rex discov-
eries from 1990-2000) in a rough cut that was approximately 4
hours long, but unfortunately had to cut it out due to time.

TM: Did you try interviewing Pete's cellmates?

No. We chose not to focus on Peter's time in prison. It's not what
the film is about.

Can you confirm that the footage in the film is mostly previously
unreleased?

TM: Yes, there is never-before-seen archival footage as well as tons of new
footage that we shot.

What footage or content was not included because it could not be accessed
or because permission was not granted?

TM: Nothing. We had full access to all archival footage from numerous
sources.

Was there any concern that there would be little distributor interest after the
big studio 3D dinosaur movie flop in December 2013?

TM: Not really. Our film is completely different and our intention has
always been to make a film that we would be proud of 10 years from now.

Have any parts been agreed upon to cut or change at the request of the dis-
tributor?

TM: No. They have given us complete creative control.

What parts if any were cut from DINOSAUR 13? Will they be in a DVD's
deleted scenes/special features?

TM: There are lots of scenes that we cut out of the final. In fact, one of my
favorite scenes was edited out. And being the editor of the film it was really
tough! But we will definitely release those scenes along with many more on
the Blu-Ray/DVD release.

What praise or critiques have you received that you have particularly
enjoyed?

TM: I really haven't read anything yet. I've just been too busy putting the
finishing touches on the theatrical version of the film.

Were any other titles considered before DINOSAUR 13?

TM: We had a lot. DINOSAUR 13 was a working title for a long time and
it finally just stuck.

What do you hope will result from a mass audience being informed about
this particular episode of paleontology?

TM: My hope is that people will be educated on this very important part of
American history. But also, my hope is that it makes people of all ages want
to dig in the dirt!

Are there any other unusual episodes in paleontol-
ogy that you'd like to chronicle/document in the
future?

TM: The Cope/Marsh wars of the Gilded Age is
completely fascinating to me. That would be one
episode that would be really fun to make.

Do you or (paleontologist) Peter Larson plan on
appearing on an interview program to discuss
DINOSAUR 13 if CNN decides to promote it like
they did with SeaWorld orca documentary
BLACKFISH?

TM: Yes. CNN will air the film later this year and
I'm sure there will be some promotion involved. I
can't speak for Peter Larson, but I would assume
that he would appear along with others involved in
the story. The Sundance cut was 105 minutes, the-

atrical version is 95 minutes, CNN version is 85 minutes (set to air in
December), and there is an international TV version that is 52 minutes. We
will also be releasing a Director's Cut on Blu-Ray/DVD in approximately
January that is 100 minutes. This release will also include many deleted
scenes, bonus material, and a featurette on Sue at The Field Museum.

What is next for Statement Pictures and/or yourself?

TM: Right now we have a couple of other films in the works that are focused
on underserved science stories which should be out in the next few years.

Robert Telleria is working on a "beast of a book" which documents the his-
tory of and catalogs all scientific films about paleontology subjects includ-
ing dinosaurs, due by 2016 or sooner.
For more information: http://www.dinosaur13movie.com
http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/Fzv9rVAT9Ed/Dinosaur+13+Photo+Call+
Sundance/I5nZP3OIwXY
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The PT INTERVIEW:

Author of “Kronos Rising” 

MAX HAWTHORNE

PT: Please tell us a little about yourself and your
book, Max.

Max Hawthorne: There’s not much to tell. Career-
wise, I was originally slated to become a veterinarian,
but I had to give it up. I’m an animal lover, and making
much of my living by killing unwanted dogs and cats
wasn’t something I could handle. Eventually, I found my true calling as a
writer. My genre of choice is horror, and my specialty is marine terror – a
sub-genre that lets me combine my love of the water with my passion for
prehistoric life. Kronos Rising is my debut novel and book one in the series.
Fan response to date has been wonderful, and the reviews terrific, with
many critics comparing my work to that of Peter Benchley and Michael
Crichton. You can’t get better compliments than that.    

PT: I realize this book is a work of science fiction but have you heard
of any paleontological evidence or theories that Mesozoic marine rep-
tiles possessed echolocation like in your book?

MH: Although the concept of echolocation in marine reptiles has
been discussed, I’m not aware of any fossil evidence supporting it. Of
course, anything is possible. Recent discoveries suggesting ple-
siosaurs possessed blubber and were at least partially warm-blooded
do show convergent evolution-style developments as in modern
cetaceans. That said, it would come as no surprise if echolocation in
pliosaurs and ichthyosaurs was confirmed as well. They may have
simply utilized a different means of producing sonar clicks than
what we’re used to. Humpback whales, for example, have no
“melon” as toothed whales do, yet emit sonar-style clicks at night
and when zeroing prey. And blue whales produce the loudest
sounds known – vocalizations that travel hundreds of miles. Do
they possess sound-emitting capabilities we haven’t discovered
yet – possibly in a frequency we’re not aware of? I think we’re
just scratching the surface when it comes to discerning the abil-
ities of modern-day marine mammals. As to what the great rep-
tiles of the Mesozoic developed during their lengthy dominion
over the world’s oceans, who’s to say?   

PT: In the battle scene between the conjoined Orca pods and their armor-plated
rival, please discuss where the ideas came for the tactics the killer whales used.

MH: Before writing the battle scene between the pliosaur and the Orcas, I made it
a point to study killer whale tactics. Orcas are our ocean’s dominant predators, and
have held sway for millions of years. They successfully prey on everything from giant
squid and great white sharks to the biggest baleen whales on the planet. The tactic
they use when hunting very large prey items is ingenious: they swarm and confuse it
and get it on the run. Then they work like wolves, taking turns making attacks, while
mercilessly exhausting their target. When tackling something like an adult rorqual,
one or more will grab onto the whale’s flukes and pull backward, while others grab
the fins and ram the belly to damage internal organs. Drowning also plays a factor;
they deliberately hold other cetaceans underwater, even blocking their blowholes to
cut off any air. 

An 80-foot pliosaur, however, presented an entirely new challenge. You’re talking
about an armor-plated, highly maneuverable adversary - one which has four propul-
sion units instead of one - and possesses history’s deadliest bite. The Orcas regular
tactics would be ineffective. Worse, when attacked, sharks and whales cannot instantly
stop their own forward motion. But a pliosaur could. It would simply utilize a reverse
power stroke – like backstroking on a rowboat – and come to a dead stop. This con-
cept was incorporated in Kronos Rising, when the swarming Orcas’ own momentum
puts them at risk. I had the Orcas implement multiple strategies as they tried to figure
out what to do against such a dangerous and unfamiliar adversary. In the end, howev-
er, once their matriarch was killed, the whales’ emotions took over. Strategy was for-
gotten, and they gave in to pure, primal rage. What followed wasn’t pretty.

PT: What effect would such a huge and dangerous prehistoric marine
organism have on modern day ecosystems?

MH: Interestingly, that very topic is hinted at in pages of Kronos Rising,
and explored fully in KRAKEN, book two in the series. In brief, the impact
would be devastating. We’ve wiped out most of our whales and devastated
our shark populations. With no natural predators to keep their numbers down,
pliosaurs would multiply unchecked, killing and eating everything in their
path - including us. 

PT: Where did the inspiration come from to use the caldera as a tool to
allow the pliosaurs and other marine predators to survive to the present?

MH: That’s easy: The Wollemi Pines, discovered in an isolated rainforest
in New South Wales in 1994. The fact that a grove of trees could survive vir-
tually unchanged in a protected gorge since the Jurassic told me everything
I needed to know. As the saying goes; the simplest answer is usually the cor-
rect one. How do you allow a group of aquatic organisms and their descen-

dents to survive and thrive for 65+ million years, despite impact win-
ters and ice ages? By putting them in a giant aquar-

ium, of course!   

PT: Can you tell my readers what
was the largest pliosaur found to date
and are there any indications of even
larger specimens

MH: As far as I know, at around 50’ in
length, Mexico’s Monster of Aramberri is
the current front runner, size-wise. Of
course, a substantially bigger beast could
always be waiting in the wings. It wouldn’t
surprise me. It’s hard calculating a taxon’s
maximum size based on a single, incom-
plete specimen. Sexual dimorphism alone
could indicate a significantly larger animal. I
should also mention there have been individ-
ual pliosaur teeth far larger than those of any
known specimen recovered from the Oxford
clay, and one paleontologist told me he and his
colleagues were confident that pliosaurs
reached lengths of 20 meters (65+ feet). Who
knows what unknown behemoths have yet to be
discovered? It’s exciting. One day soon, I am cer-
tain a behemoth every bit as huge and terrifying
as the Kronosaurus imperator featured in my
novel will be unearthed. 

PT: “Reworked" plesiosaur fossils have been
found in Cenozoic deposits, suggesting that ple-

siosaurs may have survived into the Cenozoic. Do you feel it's possible any have sur-
vived to the present day? 

MH: If you’d asked me that question a year ago, I’d have said, “Regrettably, no.”
But now, I’m not so sure. I’ve viewed the 1969 Liimatta footage of what looks like a
pliosaur raising its head out of the water, read reports of what sound like mosasaurs
appearing everywhere from the Bahamas to New Zealand, and seen photos of a 65-
foot fin-whale that beached itself on a UK beach back in 2012. It was suffering from
abdominal wounds and sporting what looked like a gigantic, wedge-shaped bite mark
on its face. I was so impressed by those photos that I wrote an editorial, exposing the
whale’s injuries to the world as potential evidence of a marine reptile attack. 

The biggest problem with pliosaurs and their ilk surviving to the present is the
Yucatan impact. The sun was blotted out for months, sending the entire planet into a
deep freeze. But it’s not a matter of temperature. Not if the indications of plesiosaurs
having blubber and being at least partially warm-blooded are accurate. The problem
is that they’re air-breathers. If the entire planet freezes, that means the surface of the
oceans does, too. Let’s face it: it’s a little hard to spout for air when you’ve got ten feet
of solid ice over your head. It’s not like a Kronosaurus could spontaneously evolve
gills! On the other hand, if there were isolated parts of the oceans that didn’t freeze
(like the Australian gorge where the Wollemi pines survived), then the possibility
exists that isolated populations of these creatures managed to hang on, albeit in vastly
reduced numbers. I, for one, would welcome the discovery of a surviving species of
plesiosaur. As long as they could be properly protected, of course, and they didn’t try
filing a class action suit against me for my book rights!
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Gorgo is a British film released

in 1961. The monster is brought to
life by using the “man-in-a-suit”
technique a la Godzilla, as opposed
to the stop-motion animation used
for the dinosaurs in One Million
Years B.C. Gorgo is discovered off
the coast of Ireland. He’s captured
alive and taken to London to be put
on display in a zoo. Unbeknownst
to anyone involved, the monster in
captivity is just a baby. Momma
Gorgo does not like this idea very
much so she decides to go get
Baby Gorgo and bring him back
home with her to the sea. In pursuit

of this mission,
she leaves a
path of destruc-
tion through
London in her
wake.

M o n a r c h
Models has
immortalized
Gorgo in their
latest release, an all plastic kit that stands 8 1/2" tall and

is about the same size as
the old Aurora monster
models. In fact, Gorgo
would look right at home
sitting on the same shelf
with Frankenstein.
Monarch has done a terrif-
ic job replicating the style
of the classic Aurora kits.
Even the box art is remi-
niscent of the Aurora long
boxes from the 60's. 

There are two variants
of the kit, each with differ-
ent box art and color of the
plastic. The box with the
spotlights and green logo
is molded in green plastic
while the box without the
spotlights and orange logo
is molded in dark blue

plastic (photo 1) (Oops! When I
did the photo setup I mixed up
the boxes). It is my understand-
ing that an equal number of
each kit was produced, so nei-

ther can be considered rare
or harder to find. 

I built one kit box stock,
portraying Momma Gorgo
in the ruins of London. For
the second build, I incor-
porated a resin add-on kit

to represent Baby Gorgo under water
attacking a diving bell right before
getting captured (an early scene in
the movie.) This add-on kit is pro-
duced by Thunderboy Heavy
Industries and available from
CultTVman at www.culttvman-
shop.com. (photo 2)

A combination of two methods
was used to camouflage the seams
and refine the scaly skin texture on
both models. One method involved
sanding and re-carving the scales,
whereas the other method included
seam filling and texture stamping. I
used about a 50/50 mix of these tech-
niques on both versions of the model.
However, I did use different painting
techniques on each kit.

SANDING AND RECARVING

The arm and leg seams were sand-

Gorgo Sr & Gorgo JrGorgo Sr & Gorgo Jr
by David Bengel
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ed down using progressively finer grits of sand-
ing sticks. (photo 3 & 4) Once the seams were
smooth, I re-carved the scales into the plastic
using my rotary tool with a very small ball
grinder bit. (photo 5) This left some little fuzzy
bits of plastic around the new grooves which
were easy to remove by brushing them with thin
liquid plastic model cement - they just dissolved
away. (photo 6)

GAP FILLING AND TEXTURE STAMPING

Texture stamping is a great way to hide the large
gaps at the seams where the legs and arms join the
body, and in other places on the model where there
are mismatched textures. I made the stamps out of
quick setting Castn’Craft Easy Mold Silicone Putty.
By pressing small blobs of the putty onto various
parts of the kit, I was able to create stamps that
captured the existing skin textures. (photo 7)
Once the silicone cured, the stamps were pulled
off and were ready to use. (photo 8) Large gaps
were filled with Aves Apoxie Sculpt. The stamps
were carefully pressed into, and then removed,
from the soft putty, resulting in a perfect replica-
tion of the adjacent skin texture. I used this
method on the tail and chest seams as well. (photo
9,10,11)

MOMMA GORGO

Momma was primed with dark grey automotive
primer and the color coats were airbrushed with
craft acrylics. After sealing the paint with Testors
Dullcote, I mixed up a dark green brownish wash
and brushed it over the kit to accentuate the scaly
texture. Shadowing was done with ground-up
chalk pastels, and highlights were accentuated by
dry brushing lighter colored craft acrylics. I paint-
ed the base the same way. The only deviation I
made to the stock kit was the addition of a broken
floor to one of the buildings. (photo 12)

BABY GORGO

The resin conversion kit consists of an undersea base,
a repositioned right arm, and a diving bell with cabling.
Aside from using the new right arm, the only actual mod-
ification necessary to the stock kit is to turn the left hand
approximately 45 degrees to hold the diving bell. Baby
was primed with the same primer as Momma but, instead
of airbrushing, Baby was completely painted with the dry
brush technique and shaded with pastels. Dry brushing
involves dipping your brush into the paint, wiping most
of the paint off, and then lightly brushing over the kit to
slowly build up color. The diving bell was airbrushed
Tamiya Copper and weathered with various colors of
Vallejo Model Wash topped off with some dry brushing
to highlight the raised detail. Once painted, the diving
bell was secured to the left hand by inserting a small wire
into appropriate drilled holes. 

This is a great kit and was a blast to build. It’s available
now at CultTVMan (pg 22 in this issue) and fine hobby
stores everywhere. 

Baby Gorgo with Bathyshere
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